
MASTERING THE CLASS—Ashley Miller j
demonstrates playing techniques for members
of his special workshop session held Saturday,
March 6th at Sherman-Clay Music Company
in Los Angeles. The project was the idea of
Rod Skelding. Additional photos appear on
Page Six.

CENTERFOLD DEVOTED TO
CRITIC'S CRISIS ROUNDUP
More reader response to the current drive

for upgrading reviewing standards is publish
ed in this issue in a four-page coverage in
the centerfold section. Organist Dave Wein-
gartner offers several excellent opinions. A
former critic for a Detroit organ club gives
insight to problems he faced while review
ing programs. And another organist, after
making observations about the Carli critique,
proceeds to take The Console apart in a
frank opinion that declares this publication
has not improved since the day of its incep
tion. To close the section, Organist Jim
Roseveare answers Dan Bellomy*s charges
made against his (Roseveare*s) designing of
of the Oakland Paramount Theatre of the
Arts Wurlitzer pipe organ. It's all there-
just open the issue to its center!

THS",ATOS CONVENTIONS ARE
BEGINNING TO SHAPE UP

Organ/theatre buffs this year have the opp
ortunity to enjoy two allied yet completely
different conventions in the Theatre Historica
Society event in Ohio—the Cleveland/Akron
area—and the American Theatre Organ So
ciety bash in Detroit, each within days of the
other.

Still not as complete as the organ meeting,
the Theatre Historical Society plans now in
clude the Lotain (Ohio) Palace Theatre. Pic
tures of the restored theatre are included in
this issue. Theatre buffs will attend the con
clave from June 29th through July 3rd.
Then the organ-wise can leave Cleveland

and drive to Detroit, or use whatever mode
of transportation they wish, for the ATOS
meeting.
Since the last issue of The Console was dis

tributed a new and exciting addition to the
organ meeting has been disclosed—the Fox
Theatre will be the setting for a thrilling

—continued on Page Eight
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TWO MUSIC HALL ORGANISTS
HAVE SOLO SPOT ON STAGE
PLAYING DUAL PIANO ACT

"Radio City Music Hall's present show is
by far the best that has been presented there
since the theatre abandoned its stage and
film policy^' Allen W. Rossiter, Secretary
of the New York Theatre Organ Society, told
The Console during a telephone conversation
recently. He also related that Hall organ
ists Rob Calcaterra and Robert Maidhof ate
featured in the production, which it titled
"Encore" in a dual piano act. The two are
seated at two grand pianos on stage elevators
above the stage floor level and play "Rhap
sody in Blue" with the orchestra located be
low them on the band cart. The orchestra's

" two pianists play with the orchestra which
backs up the solo work of the two organists.

Rossiter said the two seemed to a^spear a
trifle apprehensive in their lofty positions
since they cannot move off the benches due
to the small area on which the pianos are
mounted.

Rossiter also noted the two romp through
approximately 20 minutes of excellent pre-
show organ interlude music before first cur
tain. He declared, too, that he enjoyed the
show so much he plans to attend a second
time. The show opened March 29th.

BR itIsiTeditor RETI^
Charles HJyles, who has edited the Cinema

Organ Society Newsletter in Great Britain for
the last 14 years, has retired from that posi
tion, His place is being taken by Tony Ber
nard-Smith.

ROD SKELDING KILLED
IN PARKING LOT
ROBBERY
Rod Skelding, well-known Los An

geles organist and salesman for the
Sherman-Clay Music Company on Wil-
shire Blvd. in mid-town Los Angeles,
was held up and shot at close range in
a parking lot behind the Sherman-Clay
Music Company Monday night, March
22nd. After being shot he staggered
approximately 300 feet to Wilshire
where he collapsed and was carried to
the sidewalk from the street. His
assailant or assailants escaped.
The robbery occurred shortly after

he had closed the music company show
rooms for the night and walked to his
automobile. The store is located in
the exclusive Wilshire district where
there are numerous high class retail
stores and shops.

Sizeable reward money has been
posted by area firms, including the mu
sic company and private citizens for in
formation leading to the arrest of those
involved.

♦Unusual Memorial Held*
Based on a conversation between

friends some time ago, Skelding had
declared that if he died he would wish
his relatives and friends to remember
him in as happy a state of mind as
possible by having a party. His wish
became a reality through two good
friends, Ralph Sargent and Alan Stark
who opened their home Saturday,
March 27th for well over 70 guests, all
relatives and friends of the deceased
and his wife Patty. His parents came
from Heswell in Great Britain, as did
Rev. F. Roy Jones, who had married
the couple June lo, 1977 in the resi
dence theatre of the late Richard C.
Simonton in North Hollywood.

The event, considering the tragic
circumstance, reflected the wish that
had been voiced. The Sargent/Stark
Wurlitzer was played frequently during
the patty. Gaylord Carter was one of
those who played during the afternoon
and evening,

Skelding had been active in the lo
cal Los Angeles Theatre Organ Society
and served as porgram chairman for
the group. He also played numerous
concert programs for electronic clubs
in the southland area.

In recent weeks he spearheaded the
special organ workshop project at Sher
man Clay featuring Ashley Miller in
an all-day session for players and non-
players. The successful presentation
is pictured above at left and elsewhere
in this issue.

OAKLAND PARAMOUNT ANNOUNCES
THREE ARTISTS FOR POPS SERIES

George Wright, John Seng and Bob
Ralston will be the three organists in
the first Paramount Organ Pops Series','
it has been announced oy the Para
mount Theatre of the Arts in Oakland,
Calif. George Wright will play the
first show Saturday, November 13th at
SsSOpm. John Seng presides at the
Wurlitzer console next March 5,1983,
and Bob Ralston will appear May 8th,
1983.

Tickets for the series are priced
from $11 to $30. Prices for single
concert events range from $5. 50 to
$15.

For those who buy series tickets, the
Wright premiere concert recording and
a book about the Paramount Theatre
will be sold at cost. Beth will be avail
able to the public at a higher price, it
was noted.
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Now that you've finally learned to play an organ, you owe it to yourself to play up to a
Yamaha Electone E-70. It's the ultimate in console performance.

Utilizing the revolutionary PASS (Pulse Analog Synthesis System) developed by Yamaha,
the E-70 delivers every possible orchestra and organ sound. And every sound is reproduced
with the greatest authenticity for organ voices ever. Cymbals ring. Saxes wail. Cellos sing.

Plus with three complete orchestra sections and a variety of controls you can personalize
voices and even create new instrument sounds.

The performance power of the E-70 comes packaged in a beautifully designed, walnut-
finished cabinet with locking fallboard and matching bench.

Conduct a test today at your Yamaha Electone Dealer. He's listed in the Yellow Pages
under ''organs."
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FACE WITHOUT NAME—Recent removal ,
of the marquee and vertical sign from Lan
sing's Michigan Theatre marks the beginning
of renovation of the 61-year-old Ebetson land
mark. New owners have applied for up to four
million dollars in Economic Developmert. Cor
poration. Plans include restoration of the terra
cotta facade and arcade portion of the build
ing. Sadly,plans call for the razing of the
theatre. The 3/11 Barton was removed last
fall by members of Lansing Theatre Organ, Inc. (|
and awaits a new home. '

CARTER FEATURED IN CHURCH
ARTS FESTIVAL MAY 7 TO 9
Gaylord Carter will play his "Comedy Film

Festival" Friday, May 7th at 8pm at First Con
gregational Church of Long Beach, Third and
Cedar Avenue. He opens the Third Festival of
the Arts which will be presented through Sun
day, May 9th at the church.
Some twenty artists from the greater Long

Beach area will be displaying their works
throughout the historic S anctuary Building.
"Tea Time" with Nelsie Fatchet,Sahirday

May 8th 12:30 to 2:30pm. Mezzo-Soprano
Marilyn Gabriel in recital at 3:30pm. Both of
these events are free. Downey Revalair Barber
shop Harmony Chorus at 7:30pm calls for a $2
general donation, $1 for senior citizens and stu
dents.
On Sunday at 10am Durufle's "Requiem"will

be heard with the Sanctuary choir, soloists, orch'
estra and organ.

Exhibits are free to the public7 to 8pm Fri -
day, Saturday afternoon 12:30 to 4:30 and 6:30
7:30pm, Sunday following the service of wor
ship.

Carter's accompaniment of his Lloyd,Laurel
and Hardy and Keaton comedy screening will
be played on the huge church Moller, consider
ed one of the finest installations by this build
er. General donation of $5 and $3 for senior
citizens and students is requested for this perfor
mance. Further information is obtainable by
calling (213) 436-2256
ANOTHER ORGAN FOR THE BAY AREA
San Francisco's Bay Area is enjoying a ren

aissance in the return of organs to theatres. The
latest addition being made in a motion picture
house Is that of the pipe organ installation now
underway in the Empress Theatre in Vallejo,
hometown of noted Judd Walton who has figur
ed prominently in ATOS for many years.

Make of the organ being installed was not
learned.

MARCH 22ND RECALLED AS ATOS WSTILLE D^Yl
WHEN EVENTS LED TO TOPPLING OF GOVERNMENT

Although it may not be celebrated generally in the ATOS community,
March 22nd will be remembered by those members who waged a viorous
campaign to oust the so-called 'Old Guard' from their domination of the
organization for so many years. The date was the general meeUng
ed for the purpose of railroading the "James Bylaws" into law. There had
been an attempt to revise club bylaws but this was wiped out when it be
came apparent changes would be made in the society. Abandonment of
the committe charged with the work started the battle to unseat those
who so long had maintained a stranglehold on the club offices.

The farcial general meeting held at the University of Maryland's
Center of Adult Education auditorium in College Park,Maryland, was
tagged a travesty almost as soon as it got underway. What happened
there is documented in the April, 1981 issue of The Ccosole. Suffice to
say the complete disregard for members' rights at this meeting served
to illustrate to many members who would not believe such actions
were taking place that it was indeed time for a change. The event be
came the focal point in the extensive, bitter campaign which fmally
resulted in old board members being rejected for re-election to office.

In retrospect, it was suggested that the auditorium is a symbolic spot,
similar to "the infamous French Bastille and the history surrounding it
when the monarchy was toppled in favor of democratic rule.
Perhaps in the future a plaque can be mounted at the auditonum site

as a reminder of what has happened in the past and should not be per
mitted to occur again.

KALAfvlAZOO STATE SHUTTERED; WILL BE USED
OCCASIONALLY FOR VARIOUS PERFORMANCES

Efforts by Butterfield Theatres chain to keep the Kalamazoo State
! Theatre open in the face of diminishing attendance came to a halt on

March 10th when the operating firm posted
closing notice effective March 14th. The
Eberson architectural gem had been in opera
ticn for nearly 55 years. The Barton organ
in the theatre was maintained in playigig
condition and had been featured in concert
and silent film programs in recent times.
It was restored and enlarged by John Gather-
wood and John Mollema. Catnerwood be
came interested in the organ when he was
attending Kalamazoo College in 1950 and
met Bud Taylor, who had recently returned
to the theatre to become house organist.

There are no plans at present to raze the
structure and it was learned that the theatre
will be used for special functions. It was
noted also that the Butterfield chain kept
the movie palace in immaculate condition
right up to closing,

NEIL JENSEN, "MOST EXCITING TALENT
SINCE TONYFENELON", COIviING TO
U. S. ON TWO CONCERT TOURS

Hailed as Australia's most exciting organ
talent since Tony Fenelon rose to interna
tional fame in the early 1960s, Neil Jensen ,
who is rated as one of his country's finest
organists, is planning two concert tours of

WILL OPEN HIS OWN DESIGN—Chris the United States August 21st to Sep-
Gorsuch, shown at the console of the tember 6th this year, and August 1st to
Coulter Cunningham pipe/electronic September 5th, 1983 are the tour dates that
organ, will be the featured artist to are under management of Keymedia Pro-
debut San Diego Chapter ATOS'new ductions. _
three-manual console at the Califcr- According to newspaper reviews in Aus-
nia Theatre on April 17th. Gorsuch traha "Neil is a young and personable tal-
designed the new switching system ent,_ who creates an instant hit with his
that has been installed along with the audiences, nationwide.
keydesk that replaces the original one. John S. Balbo, Jensen's represenatiye,has
Unveiling of the three decker has been outlined that the two tours will be West to
postponed several times due to the ex- East . "The enormous task m organizing an
tra work involved in getting it ready. overseas concert tour, and the fact that° ° American theatre organ groups prepare
MAGAZINE MAY HIKE DUES IN 83 their concert presentations on advance
High costs associated with publica- scheduling, has prompted this early date

tion and postage to mail Theatre Or- announcement of the impending tour for
gan magzine may make it necessary this season.
to increase dues in the American Groups interested in presenting the young
Theatre Organ Soceity in 198^ it was artist are invited to contact Balbo at Key
announced in the "President's Report Media Productions, P. O. Box 191.East Kew
to Members'! released during February. 3102, Victoria, Australia.

Other publications, The Console in- It was announced that Jensen has already
eluded, are facing increased costs for booked to play the
engravings, printing and bindery opera- Riviera Theatre in
tions that undoubtedly will force gen- | I North Tonawanda,
eral increases in subscription rates. N. Y. August 26th
Most costs have risen almost forty per- 1983 for Niagara
cent within a single year of publica- Frontier Theatre Or-
tion, ,,.nM,3,T,Ch 15:8,2....... gan Society. ^

■
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Ihere is an opportunity tor an organ man Uvm{
Romewhere near Hilton Head Island, South Caro
lina, The Matt & Colton organ pictured above is
waiting to be installed in a new full serice rest
aurant being built now with a projected opening
date of early July, b lere's the complete story
from Mis. Lee macKercher:

Editor A Publisher rom B'hend

British Editor fan Dafgfi'esfi

Special Features Dr. Ed Muffins

The Itslerrsalional Theatre Organ Society Publishers

prepare and distribute monthly The Console, a totoily

independent publication, in the interest of theatres,

r an organ man living conceft halts, opera houses, ond their organs.

It is dedicated to the preservation of theatres, audi

toriums, concert halls, opera houses and their organs,

and reports internationally news of all types of organs

—pipe, pump, electronic, theatre and classical.

The Console provides equal space to all organiza-
"I need help! I owned and operated a 350-Seatj trirtging to its readers coverage

TRUE TO TRADITION that "the
show must go on'^ veteran Del Cast
illo played to a near capacity crowd
at the famous Joe Koons Motorcycle
Shop on Sunday, March 14, Despite
a nagging cold, Del showed his usual
top talent and wit. Varying his in
troduction to fit the weather, one of
the worst storms of the season, he
opened appropriately with "Stormy
Weather'i From then on,no one was
concerned about the weather. Del
also played some of the numbers he
recorded on the 4/34 mostly Wurlit-
zer some time ago. Customers mustzer some time ago. Customers must

family type restaurant,Lee's Quay,in Parchment,
a suburb of Kalamazoo, Michigan. After three
years of barely hanging on, I was blessed during a ;
visit to St. Louis to see and hear a large theatre 1
pipe organ at the short-lived 'Noodles & Pizza'. ;
My reaction, along with my son and duaghters

was—"This Is It! "To acquaint my husband with
this concept, we flew to Toronto and visited the
Organ Grinder.

I enlisted the aid of a young organ builder,
James Lauck, of Kalamazoo and within a week we
located and purchased a 3m/9r Marr & Colton on ■
Long Island. Within six weeks it was refurbished
and installed at Lee's Quay.

It was an immediate sensation!
The real bonus was that Jim was a gifted organ

ist, not to be surpassed by any according to our
organ society patrons. (I would be happyto send

j

one of his recordings we had made.)
have liked the tunes for they bought j sold Lee's Quay when we visited and fell ii
his albums before leaving! love with Hilton Head Island, South Carolina. Jim

*P art of S eries* and his crew dismantled and stored in his shop
Hostess, smiling "Spud Koons" and the Marr & Colton to refurbish and make additions

promoter big "Tiny" Hiserman are and when our new building here was built and
to be commended for this series of ready for the installation he was to bring it to
Theatre Organ Concerts a fitting Hilton Head and install it.
tribute to the memorj' of our patron His nightly appearances playing at Lee's Quay,
saint, the late Joe Koons. however, was outstanding advertising for his busi-

*Carter Next In Series* ess, and he now has orders for church pipe organs
On Sunday, April 25th, Gaylord that will keep him busy for three years!

Carter will be featured at the Koons I'm happy for jim,butnow I must find someone
console, and on Sunday, Maylbth it qualified to do this work. I've written to three
will be lovely Candi Carley. Both three possible installers, I would also be interest-
concerts start at 2:30. Seats may be ed learning of others in South or North Carolina,
assured by sending a donation of $3 Georgia or northern Florida. We are 45 miles
per person to the Joe Koons Motor - from Savannah. We broke ground for the new all-
cycle Shop, c/o "Tiny" Hiserman, or full secvice menu rest- ,
1350 E. Anaheim St. ,Long Beach, aurant March 1st and look
Callf,90813. A,stamped, self-add- forward to a July opening,
ressed envelope should be included. /Cent toPase 51

^ob Hill I ^ '
SCHROEDER PLAYS HIS WURLITZER TWO HOURS FOR CROWI

Eric Schroder, Knysna,South Africa organist and organ owner,
who has loaned the Knysna High School one of his instruments, a
3/13 Wurlitzer, spent five days early this month bringing the in
strument up to top playing condition and then played it for an
annual fete at the school. He was seated at the console for two
hours. "The chambers are 68 feet away from the ccnsole,and,
having to play scftly at times because of the diners was a bit of
a batUe as occasionally the noise of talking a cutlery rose to a
'crescendo' at at times I just could not hear myself play;' he
noted.
The organ is on loan to the school for '

five years, from 1979 to 1985. At the end
of that period a new agreement will be BUj.-'J' J
made between Schroder and his partner,
Raymond Allan, with school autiiorities
to keep it for another stipulated period.
The loan is free to the school.

". . . well worth turnt

BAN

 of all organ news and pholoi. Photographs, draw-
I  ings, organ catalogues, theotre programs, technical
I  articles, both contemporary and nostalgic, are earn-
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LONGWOOD GARDENS 4/177 AEOLIAN ADAPTS WELL TO

iCHICAGO CLUB GARNERS PROCLAMATION FOR
|20~YEAR DEDICATION TO ORGAN RESTORATION
!  Chicago Area Chapter of the American Theatre Organ Society re
ceived special recognition from the City of Chicago on their obser
vance of the 20th anniversary of the founding of the chapter. Mayor
Jane M. Byrne issued a proclamation informing Chicago citizenery
that: WHEREAS, the Chicago Area Theatre Organ Enthusiasts,Inc., is
a non-profit organization committed to the preservation of theatre
organs; and then 'whereas-ed" through the facts the club has restored
all the organs in the area;, was marking its 20th anniversary by present
ing "My Best Girl" at the Chicago Theatre February 28 at 2;30pm}
with the proceeds of the presentation used to fund ongoing restoration
work of the organization; that she, Jane M. Byrne, Mayor of the City
of Chicago, proclaimed the day to be CATOE DAY IN CHICAGO
and urged all citizens to take notice of the special theatrical events
arranged for that time.

*CATOE FIGURED IN MAYOR'S LOOPER*
During the recent Mayro Byrne's "Loop Alive" project, which in

cluded special events at the leading downtown theatres, silent film
presentations at the Chicago Theatre had the Wurlitzer accompani
ment, and the ballet presentation was backed by a 53-piece orches
tra and Edward Mundell at the console of the Wurlitzer. The organ,
of course, is maintained by CATOE, The club also rebuilt the fam-

THEATRE STYLING— On Saturday and Sunday, January 30 and instrument during the 1970s.
31, the famed DuPont Longwood Gardens Residence Aeolian was HELP NEEDED! —continued from page four
given something of a new dimension by M. Jean King, a most and the need to arrange for installation of theand the need to arrange for installation of the
apt student of the late Leonard MacLain and 'Poet of the Organ',
Jesse Crawford, Those most familiar with the great Aeolain
realize the instrument is capable of running the gamut from
Bach to Rock, but anything less than the playing of Bach borders
on the sacreligious. But Jean, with the delicacy of the true artist
sought out and found the voicing of this 10, OlO-pipe instrument
and took it from a whisper to full organ with seemingly little
effort, "Forgotten Dreams" "Summer Time'J "Teddy Bear's
Picnic'i and "I'll Walk With God" were a few of the selections
she presented during her concerts. Concert planning is headed
by Audrey Bauer, who is co-crdinator of performing arts at the
estate. Miss King is currently recording the Marietta Theatre
Page-Wurlitzer and an album will be released in June'1982.

ANOTHER PERFORMING ARTS GROUP LOOKING
FOR ORGAN TO REPLACE LONG GONE PIPES

In Mansfield, Ohio, Brenda Golbus has been named chairper-
person of a committee charged with searching for a theatre pipe
organ to install in the Renaissance Theatre, 138 Park Avenue
West, She has been working with eight other people to locate
an organ,
"We are looking for an instrument with three or four manuals

and from ten to fourteen ranks to fill the chamber space left
vacant when the original organ was removed from the theatre
many years ago^' she said. The hydraulic console lift remains
in position and much of the ducting is still intact.
The Renaissance is a 1500-seat house of movie palace vint

age 1929 that ha recently been restored as a community enter
tainment center. It is owned and operated by the Renafsance
Theatre, Inc., and is blessed with federal tax exempt status
number 34-1300583. The theatre's listing application for Na
tional Register of Historic Landmarks is now being processed.
The committe hopes to locate an instrument that can be do

nated. Readers desiring more information about the project
are asked to call Mrs. Golbus collect—(4190 756-8728.

organ will soon be
great. I've had calls from organists who ate anxious to be consid
ered for playing, but we must first get the instrument erected.

Qualified organ technicians are urged to contact Lee MacKer-
cher, 1205 Shipmaster, Hilton Head Island, So. Carolina 29928,
telephone (803) 842-6196.

FORMHl CALIFORNIAN BOB CHANEY PLAYED SILENT"^AT CHI
Transplanted Chicagoan Bob Chaney, formerly a successufl elec

tronic organ dealer in V/alnut Creek, California, played the accomp
animent for silent film presentations at the Chicago Theatre during
noon hours of February 12 and 13 in addition to playing 40 minutes
during each period.
Chicago Area Chapter ,ATOS had furnished Chaney's name along

with other organists to play during the recent Mayor Byrnes' "Loop
Alive" event. In addition to the two noontime silent movie presen
tations, ' evening performances were enlivened by the Wurlitzer.
"The first night the organ was frowned upon by some of the help.

But they soon realized it set the mood for the performances," it was
reported in a front page story appearing in VOX CATOE, official
newsletter of the unit.
"Thus, on the second night instead of 15 minutes before first show,

Barbara Sellers, substituting fcr her mGther,Edna, who became ill,
was asked to play one hour! The other three nights were played by
Jack Olander, Mary Beth Shaluka and Hal Pearlj^' the article contin
ued. "As a result theatre pipe organ received excellent publicity
during the period,"

DWIGHT BEACHAM COMING OUT OF "MOTHBALLS"
Dwight Beacham, a name not heard of recently in organ concert

circles, is coming out of "mothballs'^ so to speak, with the an
nouncement he will be presented in a "Pops" theatre organ show
on Sunday, May 2nd at 3pm at the console of the Wurlitzer in the
auditorium of St.Mary of the Lake Seminary, Mundelien, Illinois,
Sponsored by Chicago Area Chapter ATOS, tickets for the show
are $5. They may be ordered by sending check or money order and
self-addressed,stamped envelope to CATOE,P.O.Box 25,Glenwood|
111. 60425-0025.

SILVER HAIRED DADDY' BOB VAUGHN PLAYS FIRST SILENT ON CASTRO ORGAN
by Dr. Ed Mullins

Bob Vaughn, San Francisco's Silver Haired Daddy of the thea
tre pipe organ, was engaged to play the first silent movie on the
four manual Wurlitzer now playing at the Castro Theatre. The
popular Castro District house began its "Heroes and Legends of
the Silver Screen" series February 28th. The heroic, virile ad
ventures of Douglas Fairbanks in the 1924 classic "Thief of Bag-
dad"was screened twice. Vaughn's accompaniment was played
on 11 ranks of the instrument.
March 12th Vaughn appeared again; Lewis J. (Joe) Smith was

his substitute at tlie Avenue Theatre where Bob was originally
slated to accompany the 1926 W. C. Fields comedy "The Old
Army Game'l

More than three decades of movies spanning the masculine
phototypes are included in the Castro series. The special exhi
bition of some 100 films depicts how the masculine image in
movies has changed over the years. Vaughn is scheduled to do
the 1925 epic "Ben Hur", starring Francis X. Bushman on April
21st. He is well primed for this one, having acconiiQMi|™"^^^^™
panied it at the Avenue last Februa^ 5th. BpSHU^

There will be other organists appearing during
the series, it was learned.
On Valentine's Day, Bob and his wife Frances,

paid a return visit to the Discalced Carmelite Mon- iviaroli 1
Mwflh

astery in Santa Clara,Calif., where he played another silent film
for the community of cloistered nuns. Vaughn had played "The
Mark of Zorro" for the sisters last year and it was so popular that it
required a follow-up. So he brought the sequal, "Don Q, Son of
Zorro',' and accompanied it on an electronic organ in the convent's
recreation room. It, too, was very well received by the sisters.

On February 20th, the Sierra Division of the National Model
Railroad Association had a "Railroad Night" at the Roseville Thea
tre jRoseville, a Sacramento suburb. Vaughn accompanied "West
bound L mited') a vintage melodrama about steam railroading. He
played a Conn electronic. A Wurlitzer pipe organ will scon be in
stalled in the theatre by members of Sierra Chapter ATOS.
On Sunday afternoon, Feb. 21, Bob accompanied D. W, Griffith's

epic "Birth of a Nation'! This was a theatre presentation, and
many people new to silent film fare attended.
March 3rd saw Vaughn in Antioch, Calif, to play a Harold Lloyd

comedy program on a Hammond for grammar school children. On
returned to the Avenue to accompany "Flesh and the

Devil" (1927) with Greta Garbo and John Gilbert. March
^■^01 19th at the Avenue Chaplin's first masterpiece,"The Kid"

(1921) was screened with Vaughn supplying the score.
The organist is due to play piano accompaniment at the

I
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 University of California in Berkeley March 28,29 and on
April 3rd for the Pacific (continued on Page Six)
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ASHLEY MILLER presents a lesson during his workshop at (
Sherman-Clay Music Company. Television camera was V FOTOS' ® .
used to pickup detail of his playing technique which was y pnc
projected on screen.

pRe:sents public

A jC^ show starring EDDIE WEAVERRichmond Organ Enthusiasts Club presented their 'J u
;  ! i second big public concert program at the Byrd Thea-
tre, Tuesday evening, March 23rd. "We had excellent coverage for the Wmm
show in every quarter," reported Miles Rudisill, Jr.,who headed show
planning.
" At the final count we had sold almost 800 tickets, which must be con-

sidered not bad for beginners," he added. It was also noted that the new
owners of the Byrd Theatre came from Alexandria with a party of eight
to attend the program. Other luminaries in the audience included Nina
Abady, Director of the Virginia Center for the Performing Arts (formerly
Loew's Richmond Theatre), and Dr. Helmut Wakehman,President of the
Richmond Symphony.
Remarking about the performance, Rudiafll declared, "It was a good

show and it ran smoothly. The film print was excellent—Buster Keaton
in "One Week" —and we used an arc projector in the booth with special lens
so that the picture filled the screen. It all looked very pro."

Rudisill also expressed appreciation to The Console for use of a full page
flyer drawing designed by Preston Kaufmann which was published originally
as an advertisement for a George Wright concert at San Gabriel Civic. "The
flyer was copied, enlarged, reduced, and copied some more. And it's a wonder
anything was left of it, but the local newspapers thought it was great and
wanted to use it in our ads. They said they couldn't come up with anything asj

Two views of refreshment break at Miller workshop, above
and below. A Continental breakfast was included in the
price of reeistration.

•SILVER HAIRED DADDY' VAUGHN PLAYS FIRST CASTRO SILENT
continued from page five

Film Archive when they exhibit some extremely rare films from tlie archives
of the University of California, Los Angeles. April 2nd will find Bob back at
the Avenue accompanying the 1925 silent "Cobra" a Rudolph Valentino film.
He crosses the Bay Bridge again April 6th when he cues "The Vanishing Amer
ican on an electronic organ at the U.C. Theatre in Berkeley.
Then he provides Wurlitzer accompaniment at the Avenue April 9th for

"Shore Leave',' a 1925 silent comedy with Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy
Mackaill. Like other silent film specialists, Vaughn has his own "Silent
Clowns Comedy Festival" and will, on April 23rd, provide background music
for Charley Chase, Buster Keaton, Laurel and Hardy, etc.

On April 28th he will present an appropriate score for C. B. DeMille's film
classic "King of Kings" at Grace Baptist Church in San Jose. His April finale
is back home at the Avenue stomping grounds with the accompaniment of the
1926 Harold Lloyd rib tickler "The Freshman'l i
Vaughn also gives organ lessons to his pupils in his spare time |

and frequently rides his motorcycle to his engagements!

KOURY DEDICATES LARGE ELECTRONIC
A private residence organ dedication program was played by

R ex Koury on March 7th at the home of Jan White is exclusive (
Rancho Santa Fe which is located north of San Diego. The in- V{^
strument, a new Allen three manual 965 Custom Organ, said to
be one of the Wurlitzer replica designs produced by the Allen
Organ Company. For his program Koury included show tunes,
both in medley and single selections,' music from the opera
Tosca, his own 'Balboa Park Suite} other light classics and nov
elty pieces.
The organ, it was reported by Gene Davis, Los Angeles Thea

tre Organ Society official, was presented in an excellent manner
bv Koury and the sound of the instrument is outstanding. Allen's
digital organs have won acclaim for their

PLAN NOW TO TAKE M BOTH THE
THEATRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY AND
AMERICAN THEATRE ORGAN SOCIETY
CONVENTIONS THIS COMING JULY! Match J982^

SKELDING DEMONSTRATES some of Ae techniques
ouUined by organist Ashley Miller during the all-
day workshop session.

Tom Wibbels
Theatre &' IPixsa Oirganist

IQ82-IQ83 Goncevt T)ates /hailable

impro international inc.
P.O. Pox I072 • CMart, In ̂ 6515 • (2IQ) 679-^06i



WHITNEY MORTON STILL USED IN RECORDING WORK
Once figuring prominently in longplay record album releases^ when it

was recorded by many famous keyboard stars, the MCA/Whitney 4/34
Robert-Morton theatre pipe organ in the Whitney Recording Studio in
Glendale, California, now owned by the Music Corporation of America, is
still very much in use.

Most recently it has been played by Fred Bock, head of the Fred Bock
Music Company for the Disney interests. During the last two weeks of
March Bock recorded three items for the film company.

A broken-down calliope is inhabited by a devilish demon which causes
it to go awry and make awful sounds in the new Ray Bradbury film for
Walt Disney Studios," Something Wicked This Way Comes'i Bock did the
calliope music,"actually about four minutes worth which is a lot for this
new feature-length, live-action film'.' Music was composed by Georges
Delerue, who wrote the music for "Rich and Famous", "The DeepV "A
Man for All Seasons') etc. The film is scheduled for Christmas 1982 re
lease.

Bock's next assignment was providing background music on the Morton
and an exhibit area at the EFCOT center at DisneyWorld, Florida,
His last job in the present sessions was playing a 40-second eerie-music

for a horror ride at the soon-to-be-opened Tokyo Disneyland. Actor Vin
cent Price narrated the segment.

JOHN STEELE PLAYS FOR DETROIT FOX SHOWS;
INSTALLS WURLITZER IN HIS OWN RESIDENCE

Organist John Steele, who moved from Texas last year to play in a
local pizza parlor, has also been appearing at the Detroit Fox Theatre to
provide pre-show Wurlitzer music for patrons attending several events at
the big downtown showcase which has recently been refurbished.
On Saturday, March 13th Steele played a 35-minute recital on the big

Wurlitzer prior to the Oscar Peterson-Ella Fitzgerald benefit show. He also
sent patrons stepping out of the grand lobby with his music on the lobby
3/12 Moller pipe organ. It was reported that patrons apparently enjoyed
the Wurlitzer in the main theatre——there was heavy applause in the
middle of several numbers. There were about 3,000 people in attendance
who paid admission prices ranging from $10 to $50.

Prior to that, on January 29th, Steele also played the Fox organ for ap
proximately 40 minutes and then moved to the lobby Moller for another
40-minute stint.

*Installs 2/9 Wurlitzer In Residence*
Since moving to Detroit, Steele acquired the former Detroit Knicker-

backer Theatre organ, Opus 56, a Style L, which was originally installed
in 1915. This instrument was removed from the theatre in 1921 when a
Style 175-X Wurlitzer was purchased to replace it. The older instrument
was then installed in the home of Glair Dunham, one of the original Wurl
itzer installation men in the Detroit area.

Steele purchased the organ three months ago and erected it in his home.
There is a 1915 37-note Celesta with adjustable resonators (Deagan), a
37-note Xylophone and 25-note Glockenspiel. "Most of the organ has the
early half moon magnets," Steele said, "except for the additons that were
made in 1936. Glair ordered a new Tibia and Clarinet from North Tona-
wanda that year."
Ranks of the Steele organ: 16' Diaphone (85 pipes), 16' Bourdon (97

pipes), 8' Clarinet, 8' Tibia, 8' Tuba Horn, 8' Viol (tin) (85 pipes), 8' Viol
Celeste (73 pipes), 8'Oboe Horn, 8'VoxHumana,

KINGSTON KIMBALL PLAYING TO NEAR SELL-OUT HOUSES
Ever since it was opened by Ashley Miller last September 17th, the Kim

ball theatre pipe organ installed in Kingston, Ontario, Canada Church of
the Redeemer has been attracting good concert crowds. According to John
H. Robson, President of the Kingston Theatre Organ Society, "Our houses
here have been sold out every time. This coming show was sold out one
month before the concert date. And Kay McAbee did such a fine job that
over 100 tickets were sold after his concert for the next onel'"
The society mails 900 bulletins to announce their concert dates. Walt

Strony is slated to play Thursday and Friday, April 1st and 2nd.
LOST WEEKEND RETURNS TO ORGAN MUSIC—VIA ELECTRONIC
San Francisco's Lost Weekend cocktail lounge, which was famous for

having a Wurlitzer theatre pipe organ that was finally removed, reportedly
because irate neighbors complained about the sound, now has a very ad
vanced Yamaha model electronic organ that is played by the owner. The
word somehow got out that the "wurlitzer simply died—^ real death—
and had to be removed!

KOURY TO DEDICATE ORGAN CLUB WURLITZER IN NEW HOME

Rex Kouty will dedicate the Seaver Memorial Wurlitzer, owned by
Sierra Chapter ATOS,which has been moved from its former location in
the Golden Bear Playhouse on the California State Fair Grounds in Sacra
mento to the Fair Oaks Clubhouse, a city-owned building, in suburban Fair
Oaks. Dedication time will be 2pm on April 4th. Another concert is also
planned for May 7th. Both events are free to the public.
The organ was moved in record time to its new home and erected by

volunteer members of Sierra Chapter. Dave Moreno, chief Ruidins hand
behind the project, gave the organ its first "shake-
down cruise" prior to the dedication date during a
membership meeting at the Clubhouse. "As expect-
ed, there were ciphers, but pipe puller Dale Menden-
hall aided by pulling pipes," it was reported in The
Organ Spiel, official newsletter of Sierra Chapter, lyi^^rch 19^2

FRESH START—Installation of the theatre pipe organ in
Albuquerque's Classic Hotel, which was first announced
as a five manual sixty-plus rank instrument, has been
completely pulled out of chambers and the Hockmuth-
Stankey organ firm of New Lennox, Illinois, retained to
provide the hotel with a complete, playing theatre pipe
organ. To erect an organ suitable to the area in which
it will play, the entire previous installation, which was
not completed, was removed, chambers space design and
revisions were made. The previous builder had never
provided sealed rooms. The organ's four blowers have
been repositioned, all chests have been rebuilt and the
.former New York Roxy Theatre five manual Kimball con-
'sole has been refinished. All added Decorator Supply
decorations have been removed le aving only the original
Kimball applications. Terry Hochmuth, who is making
the installation, is working seven days a week to insure
completion of me organ for a grand opening celebration
Friday, July 16 and Sunday, July 25th. He noted it is
planned to have a nostalgic 20s and 30s show with some
of old vintage cars, and other features in a theatre prem
iere-like presentation. When finiished the organ will be
a S/27, not 5/50-60 as first announced by the previous
installer. Hochmuth detailed some of the installation by
noting the Roxy Fanfare Trumpet on 25 inches wind will
be part of the instrument. A new Brass Saxophone and
16-foot Post Horn (the latter from Trivo), and recreation
byHesco of Kimball stop tablets,

BYRD THEATRE SELLING PRICE: $300,000
Sale of the Byrd Theatre in Richmond, Virginia brought

the former owners $300,000. The house originally cost
$900, 000 to build, it was reported in a news story pub
lished March 16tn. The new owners, SamuelP. and
Irma B. Warren of Arlington, Va. They purchased the
famed Wurlitzer-equipped house "for its beauty') they told
newspaper reporters.

Anxious for it to continue as a movie theatre, the new
owners are currently negotiating a contract with the pres
ent operators, Neighborhood Theatres, Inc., to retain the
lease on fee house. The chain has operated it since
1937.
The Byrd figured prominently in several ATOS conven-

13 :ns, and the organ has been recorded by such stars as
Ann Leaf and the late Dick Leibert. Organist Eddie Weav
er plays at the theatre each week.
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1HS ATOS CONVENTIONS SHAPING UP —coat, from page 1
deluxe silent film ptesentaticn featuring a 30-piece pit orches
tra and Dennis James at the Wurlitzer console accompanying
"Robin Hood'i This program will far outshine the recent tour
ing "Napoleon" show in that James has already put a score to
gether that follows the action of the film and is expected to be
far more engrossing lhan the merely symphonic program that
paralelled the French-made film but did not (Cont. next page)

ROSELYN CARTER'S PORTRAIT lends a homey touch above
Lorain Palace Theatre inner lobby fireplace. She gave it as a
gift. Partial restoration is evident in lavish ceiling coffering by
color differences of lower panels. Doors lead to auditorium,
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

LORAIN PALACE WAS SAVED BY CITIZENS
Once slated for demolition, the Lorain (Ohio) Palace Theatre

has been enjoying a rebirth of interest in the past few years after
it had been saved through the efforts of a local group of citizens^

Seating 2, 200, the house has but a single orchestra floor and
no balcony. A crystal chandelier, measuring IS feet in circum-
ferance, is the main ceiling fixture. Some new seating has
been installed and restoration work continues as funds become
available.

The 3/10 Wurlitzer, Model 220,Opus 1858, was installed on
March 14, 1928 for the opening of the theatre. Over the past
four years the organ has been undergoing restoration by members
of Western Reserve Theatre Organ Society.
The console has been releathered and its original mahogany

finish covered in white and gold to match the bright theatre in
terior.
Ranks in the main chamber: 16' Bourdon-Flute, 16' Diaphone-

Diapason, 8' Violin, Violin Celeste and Clarinet, Chrysoglottj
the solo side has: 16' Tuba Horn, 8* Tibia Clausa, Vox Humana,
Orchestral Oboe, Kinura, Toy Counter and Tuned Percussions.

During the tour of the theatre by the Theatre Historical So
ciety, the instrument will be available to those who wish to
play it.



BILL TABER, a member of the organ
volunteers who have been restoring the
3/10 Wurlitzer in the Palace Theatre,
Lorain, Ohio. Taber is also house organ
ist at mis theatre as well as the Akron
Civic (formerly Loew's) Theatre. Both
theatres are included in the Theatre His-
torical Society convention tour.
THS,ATOS CONCLAVES continued

from P. 8
provide adequate accompaniment for the
film's action. The print of Robin Hood
is color tinted, a forerunner of Techni
color and one of the great improvements
in early day motion pictures.

Also to be heard, in another program,
at the Fox Theatre will be the music of
Kay McAbee, one of theatre organ's
great artists who has not been heard as
much as he should be. His imaginative
interpretation of all music presents the
theatre organ in its true character—the
King of instruments.

Convention registration discount is be
ing offered for $98. 50 but the offer must
be taken before June 1st. After that date
the registration fee will be $108. 50, A
price of $25 has been announced for the
prime rib dinner which includes enter
tainment.
Don Baker's 'Pre-Glow' event at the

Detroit Theatre Organ Club is $6. 50, and
the "After-Glo' program featuring dinner
and entertainment and touring the Dodge
mansion (where a large residential organ
is installed), is $21. 50 per person.

Other convention details will be dis
closed in the forthcoming issue of Thea
tre Organ magazine which, in some areas,
is already distributed and should be in
the hands of all members by the end of
April.

Information concerning American Air
lines free flightinformation for those who
are planning to attend the ATOS event
may be obtained by calling tc''l-free
800-433-1790. It is requested ATOS ,
members identify their affiliation with
tihe club for thorough information.

! ANN LEAF discusses silent film run-through at Pasa-
I dena Civic Auditorium with Jack Reynolds, backer of
j presentation, Kevin Thomas, Times critic and her
1 husband Russ Butler after the picture, "The Big Patadd'
was screened on trial tun. The 16mm print was not
clear and a standard 35mm print was obtained as its
replacement for the one night performance on March
19th.

FORMER WARNER KIMBALL GOING IN
ORIENTAL THEATRE IN MILWAUKEE

Under direction of Malcolm Creighton, the former
Warner Centre Theatre Kimhall pipe organ is being
installed in the Oriental Theatre in Milwaukee. There
are approximately 25 volunteer organ buffs working
on the project. Actual technical expertise for the
erection of the three-manual, 28-rank instrument is
being supplied by Clark Wilson, the only member of
the group, a non-profit organ trust, with organ build
ing experience.

According to the history available about the Kim-
ball, it was part of the big organ 'Roxy' Rothafelhad
ordered for Radio City Music Hall and because the
deal fell through (it is said Kimball closed out its or
gan division) and the instrument found its way to Mil
waukee and was in the Warner Theatre when it open
ed on May 1, 1931,
On October 3, 1973, Kay McAbee and Tom Gnaster

played the Kimball for the last time. The Warner was
twinned and the organ was donated to Milwaukee
Trade and Technical High School. It was intended to
replace the school Wangerin organ, a much smaller
instrument. An organ club was organized to erect it
and plans were made for its dedication two years
hence.
Then reality struck—cost to enlarge the chambers

to house the Kimball's 1,971 pipes would cost the
school district a shattering $70,000. The school
board then insisted on having the amount in hand be
fore any work could be started.

In 1978, long after the organ had been stored,the
school officials started thinking about abandoning the
organ project. It was at this juncture that Creighton
entered the picture and suggested giving the organ to
a non-profit g:cup in trust. He next contacted Rob
ert Pritchett, owner of the Oriental Landmark Theatre
and worked out an agreement to permit the Kimball
to become a rent-free tenent of the theatre.
He also added a bit of promotional fluff to the deal

by suggesting the organ could be used for field trips
for public school students, plus serve as a hands-on
experience for University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee
organ students. This recieved approval of the school
officials.
About half of the organ has been installed and the

number of ranks has jumped from 28 to 34! The addi-
I  tions meet specifications of a modern concert organ,

*Trust Nears End Of Resources*

Trust members are looking ahead optomitically
because they are thinking of a new solid state relay
and donations from members

and the plan is to have Kay ' |
McAbee play it for the first March 1982
time when it is finished.

ORGANnST AND CRITIC—Kevin
Thomas,Los Angeles Times film
reviewer, was given a special
showing of the MGM classic prior
to the main performance and
wrote an article about the Civic
show prior to the evening screen
ing.

CHICAGO ATOS UNIT
m HAVE THEATRE
ro INSTALL ORGAN

Chicago Area Chapter ATOS has
innounced interest in the Vic Thea-
:re on Sheffield Avenue at Belmont
or which plans are being made to
ise it as a perfroming arts center.
The theatre has a long history of
ive stage attractions, movies and
Hosings. It is reported to be in fair
ihape and could be used immediate-
y, with limitation^ for some pre-
lentations now.

The interior is to be completely
'enovated and cleaned and the first
>hase work is an updating of the
itage and its equipment.
CATOE officials, according to the

:hapter newsletter, VOX CATOE,
ire interested in installing a theatre
3ipe organ. It was originally equipp
ed with a Kimball. The chambers
ire repotted to be in good condition.
Off street parking is available

aearby for 240 cars. A movement
is also underway to improve the
leighborhood, and it was noted that
'Investment possibilities look good
for anyone interested!"
The theatre is to be known by its

original name, Victoria, instead of
Vic as in recent years.

CLASSIC STYLIST CURLEY

COMING TO CONGREGATIONAL

Los Angeles classic organ buffs
will have the opportunity to hear
Carlo Curley on Friday, May 4th
at First Congregational Church in
concert as part of the 13th annual
Grgan Series presented by the
church at Commonwealth Avenue
and Sixth Street.

Curley has developed a large
following in England with his play-
ling style. He is said to present his
jinterpretations of music in the same
i" unorthodox" manner as the late
Dr. Virgil Fox, who was considered
a 'maverick' in American Guild of
Organist circles. Curley fan jam
the places he plays in Great Brit
ain when he is on tour there.



DOLLINGER WURLITZER :
DEDICATION BEING I
PLANNED FOR SEPT. [

Work is rapidly proceeding on
the Dollinger 4/24 Wurlitzer, due \
for its dedication concert in Sep- }
tember. The organ is being erect-j
ed in the Dollinger residence at :
Palos Verdes Estates, Calif.

Dollinger reports he was very j
pleased to be able to obtain the •
services of Dave Junchen, who has
taken over the tonal finishing. His
suggestions are currently being J
implemented. jj

Three additional ranks of Wur- |
litzer Strings have been obtained, |
making five in all for the organ, j
A new relay is being built by 1

Robert Trousdale, which promises
to create a new standard of ex- |
cellence. It utilizes a multiplex |
network to control the organjpro- s
viding capability of transposing,
meoldy touch, third touch and |
many other special features. I Side view of Leroy Lewis' 'open' console

LEWIS MOVES PI PE
well as programmable combina- lORGAN TO NEW HOlVlEowell as programmable combina

ition action via a cassette tape.
Dollinger has asked Trousdale

to create a special feature to all
ow handicapped organists who
have become unable to use their
feet effectively to play the organ.
By means of a special coupler, it
will be possible to play the pedal
as well as the accompaniment
with the left hand.

*Rhythm Unit*
A new rhythm unit which util-r7

I THE LEWIS CONSOLE will be open design, similar to
i Crawford's Paramount Theatre slave console.

'MAKlNG ADDITIONS i
When Leroy Lewis departed Long Beach Island j

I and moved inland inot New Jersey, he uprooted ;
his residence Moller and carted it along to the
new house he purchased in Manahawkin.

Black blotches of paint showing up on the con
sole are dabs of various types of ebony lacquer
being tested for final finishing.
The Lewis console will be of the open design,

according to its owner, much like Crawford's
New York Paramount Theatre slave console, but

.^Ti^.rnerrSnTa;d with an art deco design. It will have three man-the real organ p , natt- uals—Accompaniment and Great being the two
provides 16 different rhythm patt- i manuals, while the third will con-
ems was manufactored by Go«uch st^« Digital'computer division. This
bS iSpoiaLd intone system. division will be able to be coupled to the other

Because of space limitations the douiile straight rail bolster arrangement will
organ will have it extend across the^console.but will be% bit short-
foot pedals, provided by Ray D single stop rad shown in the photos,
Vault of Devtronix. so that all stops will be easier to reach. At the
Since the project began in 1974J the long stop board is simply resting on

Dollinger is quite excited about ^ removed when new dimensions

organ will have four ranks of 16
foot pedals, provided by Ray De-
Vault of Devtronix.

Dollinger is quite excited about top. It will be removed when new dimensions
getting finished, and plans to
have a regular "open consule" at
his home for interested organisK
and listeners.

WELL-KNOWN ILLINOIS ORGAN ing down in three steps, c
MANDIES AFTER LONG ILLNESS uals. "I can assure you tl
Donald "Kirk" Collins, 50, died bit odd looking at presen

April 2, 1982, a victim of mult- will be quite surprising t(
iple Sclerosis. He was associated All measurements are A
with J. C. Deagan, Inc., and the Lewis noted the consol
Wicks Organ Co. in the 1950s. moveable platform. A n
From 1960 to 1975 he was gen- blueprinted for the reside

eral manager of Martinetti's Rest- pipework and speakers,
aurant in Crystal Lake, Illinois, in large, Lewis said, but I
which he installed and played a tion the right way with si
new 2/8 Wicks theatr organ. to move around and not be m
Upon leaving the restaurant, he cramped quaters getting to var-

became the co-owner of Junchen- ious things."

pipework and speakers. " The h

*R

are positive and the new double rail is being
built.
Yet to come is the top part of the console. It

will have a Niagara Falls appearance—cascad
ing down in three steps, curving in at the man
uals. "I can assure you that even though it is a
bit odd looking at present, the final appearance
will be quite surprising to everyonej' Lewis said.
All measurements are A.G.O.
Lewis noted the console will be placed on a

moveable platform. A new addition is being
blueprinted for the residence to accomodate the

When completed console will have double stop
rail in place of single shown in above photo.

cost. In addition to the new generator unit,
Stutter is working on a number of new items to
update the 'X'. This should include the new
celestial strings.

Lewis disclosed he hopes to be working near
or in Atlantic City in the near future and that
is the reason to unique electronic organ is being
.  • tjt_ jjj .. .—ouse is quite put in top notch shape. He did not specify

large, Lewis said, "but I want to do this installa4 where he will be playing,
tion the right way with space i

Theatre PIPE ORGAN Builders
Collins Organ Corp.,Woodstock,
Illinois, specializing in the rest-

efuibishing X-66*
Also in the works, Lewis has

oration of theatre organs for com- his X-66 R. M» I» Allen <^gsn
mercial use. He was a member
of the American Institute of Or-
ganbuilders, and is survived by
two children.

artist SHORTAGE »X'S SHOW

combination at home refurbish
ing and making additions and
improvements to it.
"Paul Stutter built us a new

solid state generator for the 'X'
and therefore the wheels are

Inability to obtain an organ art- jjjg sound is much clean-
ist to play for the March meeting gj without the tone wheels, and
of Potomac Valley Chapter ATOS : j^^s a transposer, if I de-
resulted in cancella
tion of the session, it
was reported in the
chapter's newsletter,
The Static Regulator,
published early this
m onth. March

sire to use it," he
said. Lewis noted
the new solid state
generator sells for
under $300 and is
well worth the

OMNIPLEX RELAY SYSTEM
Multiplex relay; many options; improves
reliability; saves space in chambers and
console.

■OMNI-RHYTHM UNIT
Microprocessor controlled unit for pipe
organs; includes 16 rhythm patterns.

• WURLITZER REPLICA
Consoles, Windchests, Trems, Regulators,
Toy Counters, etc.

Gorsuch Enterprises, Inc. Rhone(7i4)5604606
P.O. Box 11536, San Diego, CA 92111

Send for FREE Catalog
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THE STORY OF A BARTON AND FOUR LIVES

by Gary S. McWithey

This is the saga of four people and one organ, now brought to
gether in a new pizza parlor/family restaurant in Elkhart, Indiana.
To give some semblance of chronological order to this story, let
me start with the instrument.

The three-mauual, ten-rank Barton pipe organ began life in
the Otpheum Theatre, Green Bay,Wisconsin in 1929, When its
usefulness in the theatre ended in the 1940s, as with many other
organs, it was purchased by Zion Lutheran Church, Monroe, Mich.

In this, the Barton's first transplant, the Kinura was rmoved
and replaced with a Dulciana rank, and the theatrical percussions
were removed, with exception of the Chimes and Chrysoglott,

Storage was the fate for this instrument when it was purchased
by William P. Zabel and Bob Nickerson, both of Fort Wayne, Ind
iana, in 1971, Fortunately, being imprisoned in crates was a
relatively short sentence for the Barton.

In 1975, the organ was sold to the Village Inn Pizza Parlor in
Fort Wayne, and was restored and adapted to the special demands
of pizza work.

This work was spearheaded by Rick
Mathews who was to become the Village
Inn's Music Director.
M this location the Dulciana pipes, add-

ed during its church days, were replaced
with those of a Barton French Trumpet.
The Tuba rank was extended to 16-foot
pitch. Both of these additions came from f..,
the Olympia Stadium Barton organ in De- [■< \
troit, Michigan.

Because all of the much-needed percus- ^
sions were removed while in the church,
replacements were acquired. A Moller JJ;
Xylophone, Wurlitzer Glockenspiel and '
tuned sleigh bells, Barton Marimba, and
a new Carlton B. Smith custom Toy
Counter, specified by Mathews,^ were Mathews
added. Also added was a Straube up-
right piano. Since the three-manual console had limited stop ca
pacities, it was expanded from 96 to 156 stop tablets.

The organ first played to the public at Village Inn in April, '76.
As with most organs, catastrophe strikes at some inopportune

time. In some cases, the instruments are damaged by water; in
other cases, by fire. In the case of the Barton,it was by car!

Yes, an automobile rendered the Barton unplayable by crashing
into the restaurant and destroying the pneumatic relays. This or
deal, which occurred about a month after the organ was opened,
could be looked upon as a blessing in disguise, however, because
the old relay was replaced by a new Z-Tronics solid state system.
This relay, which performs perfectly to this day, was Opus One
for Z-Tronics,

♦Parlors Come,Go—Village Inn Went*
Pizza parlors come and go, and so was the case of i

the Village Inn. Now comes the time when the .
story of organists/technicians and organ and pizza
parlor become very close-knit and difficult to sep-

In April of 1980, Rick Mathews, musical director
of Pipe Organ Place, happened on the new parlor
when he was contacted by the owners, Mark and Ed HHIBplB
Huffman, to bid on the installation of real percus-
sions on a large electronic organ to be installed in
the re^aurant. ' ^BB

After pencilling the numbers, Mathews informed jthe owners Huffman that for less than the cost of j I^B
adding the percissions, he could and would locate | B' ^^2
and install a real, fire-breathing theatre pipe or - ' ft;"' . BB
gan. Since Mathews was the organist at the Vill- j B^^^_BBage Inn, it wasn't long before he and the Barton ^^^B|BS
were reunited, for on May 23, 1980, the organ was ^^BQFT
sold to Mark and Ed Huffman for the Pipe Organ
Place, Elkhart, Indiana.

Rapidfire activites took place around the Barton.
It arrived at its new home "as is" and the only
damage was a separated solder joint on a mitred8ft. Viol pipe—on May 31,1980. ^^^^^BB

A11 organ buffs l<now that

important addition to the PIPE ORGA.
musical staff of Pipe Organ chambers ■
Place—^Dave Weingartner. Match 1982 cnamoers.

PIPE ORGAN

IT TOUCHED
Dave holds a Bachelors Degree in Music

from the Indiana University in classical
organ, and brings with him a wealth of
organ-building experience for a man so
young. With Dave and Rick working like
demons, the Barton was restored and play-able before the end of August, 1980. I^Bj

Water had found the four-rank main ^Buchest and the 16ft. Tuba Extension at the ^3||BB|B|BH
Village Inn. Since the soon-to-be restaur- %
ant was the "organ shop" with less than '^'I^BBH^BH
ideal conditions and equipment, the task EHHB^HBI
of recovering the pneumatics was entrusted
to United States ripe Organ Company. Dave Weingartner

Bob Lent and his crew did an outstanding ■
job, and in less than three and one-half Weingartner also has
weeks including shipping time, written an astute ob-

A new 20-inch by 30-inch Gorsuch servation in Critic's
Wurlitzer replica Tibia regulator replaced Crisis section of this
the oversized Barton regulator. The Tibia iggue of The Console
has been rescaled and revoiced by Wein-
gartner to attempt to achieve the Wurlitzer "puppy-breatfi'^ sound.

A Wurlitzer Bourdon from the Drexel Theatre, Chicago, was re-
voiced and added to the organ and is installed unenclosed in the
restaurant.

In June, 1981, a new Kinura—a birthday present to Mathews —
was installed. A chest is still needed for the original Oboe Horn
and a new English Post Horn is yet to be purchased.

The console and relay are prepared for both ranks.
Since the writer happened upon the Pipe Organ Place in August,

1981, and an old friendship was renewed, many positive changes
have happened to the Barton. Through expert voicing of Dave's
hand and ear, the Strings have been opened up to their fullest po
tential and the Tibia has been adjusted to
provide even more of the Wurlitzer sound. JCSB!The organ is a joy to play because both ^Bf
Mathews and Weingertner are perfectionists B JBH
and keep the Barton in perfect tune at all B
times. This job is made somewhat easier Bl ijBSH
because the organ chambers have elaborate ^ fflllM
climate control systems, designed by Math- ^ /'W> iB
ews, which are separate from the restaurant ■ ''111'' ''m
This meticulous care shows the capabilities I 1. i
and concern of the musicians who perform i

The Barton is powered by a five horse- Uffflnj | jpower Spencer blower and its generator was p{P|^
recently replaced by a solid-state rectifier.

A chamber analysis follows:
SOLO—Viol d'Orcnestre 8ft 73; Viol Cel-

—Continued on Page Thirteen Mark HuffmanMark Huffman

 PLACE has 'look-see' glass windows for patrons to peer into
chambers. Console is elevated above floor level for better viewing from tables.



(EDITOR^S^OTE—?he following
material begins the third year that
Ray Sawyer has appeared in this -
publication. It is our opinion that, ^^N|a^F
due largely to the years of exper- ^
ience in pleasing the public since r g B| jwra
1924, the writer will be in a posi- (_^ i^B| fJ|^
tion to bring out a great quantity y ■=- i
of facts that readers will benefit f
from, especially these who are H
students of organ. It is hoped that
these facts will be well-received.)

It is said that music is the most ^ DS^'^^SUl
flexible of the arts. With this
thought in mind let us go in
search of an instructor. I do not necessarily mean a teacher.
There does exist a difference, organist instructor is the goal.
In his or her hands you will be shown, in addition to the act of
playing acceptable music,hovr to arrange a desirable repertoire
AS WELL as how to produce suitable arrangements of every tune
you are or have been working on.

In the absence of an instructor, it is possible my readers will
accept a few suggestions, ideas or guidelines that will bring you
ever closer to the point where you will recognize yourself as near-
ing the semi-pro stage. Even higher, if your personal ambition
urges you on.

One simply does not enter a bank and deposit a given sum, and
then forget it, excepting for the accruable interest. In cnder that
one accumulates a savings of any proportion at all, he must add
to it regularly as well as with satisfactory amounts. It is much
the same with repertoire. This represents the selections you have
taken upon yourself to learn, either to play from memory or from
the music itself, (Yes, there are those students who have develop
ed a memory thus to allow them to play many songs without hav
ing to read the music. )

One might approach the current topic in this manner: WHY ex
pend the time to polish any selection and then summarily lay it
to one side? 1 have students at this time who recognize the need
for continual refresher actions in order that they may play in
quite pleasing fashion any one of the listings-o-tunes we have pre
viously worked with.

Sometimes this is simple; their repertoire may number any
where from three or four good tunes to as many as several dozen.
To maintain the required expertise in performing these numbers
they do indeed spend quite a period of time, sometimes at least
half of the practice time they allot themselves. As an example,
if one has a list of say ten tunes that are playable for almost any
audience, it may take the performer in question well over thirty
minutes to play over these tunes.

This will do two things: the first, obviously, will keep these
songs fresh in your ability. Regardless of which tune a friend may
ask for upon scanning this semi-secret list, (I'll tell you why I say
this in a moment.) you will be able to respond immediately. This
will raise your image in a most desirable manner. _ The second im
pact tliis particular subject will have for you is this as I men
tioned last year some time, IF a student willBflay over at least
one tune that is a solid winner with him, playable-wise, this very
act will necessarily season his mind BEFORE he starts to dig in on
his practice time. The needed sense of achievement is the thing.

Oh, your tune-list may be termed "secret" only until it ex
pands to where I personally hope it will be! —See you later!
RAY SAWTCR^HELPS SON IN BUILDING WELTE MUSIC BOX

Console Columnist Ray Sawyer, in addition to playing organ
in Reno, Nevada, is helping his son, Bill in the rebuilding of a
huge Welte music box. Father is fabricating a set of Tibias to
add to the instrument. There are already a few ranks, none of
which have over two to four octaves. "Bill and 1 are adding a
Clarinet, a new Diapason and an Oboe along with the Tibia,"
Sawyer said.

The two men hope to complete the work during the summer.
Adorned with plenty of colored glass, the organ will stand about
12 feet high and will play from rolls that Bill is punching by hand.
"It is a slow process, believe me," Sawyer noted.
LODERHOSE BAY THEATRE WURLITZER PROGRESSING

Richard Lodethose has reported that installation work on the
former New York Paramount Theatre Studio Wurlitzer is progress
ing^ more or less on schedule and that the chests are being blown
out to clear them of dust and dirt particles
He noted that Ken Crome, Los Angeles
organ man, has been engaged to do the |
finish work on the instrument. The organ
is installed in the Bav Theatre in Seal
Beach, California, and will be featured in -r
concert and silent film programs. u mnmm , m

I COPYING FILM ONTO VIDEO TAPE COSTLY,
I BUT DO-IT-YOURSELFERS CAN TRY OWN

Recent interest in transfering motion picture subjects to video
jtape has brought several responses from readers who desire to ob-
jtain crganlogue short subjects on video cassettes. A Sylmar, Calif,
.organ buff, who is associated with the Rams professional football
jteam, has been involved in such trasnfer work and has offered the
jfollowing information. He is Robert V. Pasalich, who breaks
idown and splices coaching film for the Rams. He was asked by
some old-time Rams players to check on the possibility of trans
ferring 16 milimeter film to video tape.

"I discovered,for one thing, 'Video Depot' has many stores in
the Los Angeles and Crange County areas, and they do transfer
work," he said. "It is costly—possibly $75 to $100 for a game
tliat may run around 1, 800 to 2,000 feet.

"I have talked to engineers who work with video tape and they
advise that they have seen or worked on shows that have flicker
reproduction , basically due to some type of synchronizing prob
lem with the difference in the number of frames per second of
film and TV or video signal. ■

*Texas Firm Sells Attachment*
For the industrious buff who wishes to transfer film to tape, the

JVC (Video Division), 3400 South Loop East,Houston,Texas, has
an item called TELECINE. It is attachment part number TA 300
(U) and sells for about $100. Information may be obtained by
sending for a catalogue.

Pasalich also talked to another engineer who told him he could
rig up his own device, very similar to the JVC item, bu project
ing the film version onto a mirror that in turn projects the image
onto a a frosted screen. It is necessary to adjust brightness of the
porjected image and direct the video tape camera at the screen
then tape away to completion.

"I use a Kodak Daylight Screen at home that is very much like
the item described in JVC catalogue it is shaped triangular
and has a mirror that I project onto, and, in turn, reflects onto the
frosted screen. These can be located possibly by contacting local
camera stores," he concluded.

OREGON CLUB ACQUIRING MAINTENANCE
CIRCUIT OF OUT-OF-TOWN INSTRUMENTS

In what may become an established circuit of organ mainten-
.  ance , Ctegcn Chapter ATOS in Portland, has or will expand its

sphere of theatre organ work to Corvallis upon reaching an agree
ment with operators of Gill Coliseum where a Wurlitzer theatre
organ is installed. The agreement tentatively will call for the
maintainance of the instrument by Cregon chapter members in
return for use of the hall for chapter activities.

In Portland, the club has reached an agreement with the school
board to aid in restoration work of the Kimball theatre organ in
stalled in Benson High one of the instruments heard by those
who attended the 1981 ATOS Convention in Seattle and Portland.

ReleaHiering of chests, pneumatics on many of the percussions
and relay will be undertaken between 1982 and 1985 in return
for use of the organ and auditorium at no cost for nine concerts
between 1982 and the Spring of 1986.
RTCS TO HAVE THIRD ANNUAL SILENT FILM FESTIVAL

Rochester Theatre Organ Society will present its Third Annual
Silent Film Festival at Eisenhart Auditorium March 20 and 21;the
Saturday performance will be at 8:15pm and Sunday at 2:30. Or
ganists are Doc Bebko, who played in theatres under the name of
Eddie Baker, and Dean Robinson, who was another silent film or
ganist during the era. Comedians Harold Lloyd, Charley Chase,
W, C, Fields,Harry Langdon,Edgar Kennedy, Ben Tutpin and the
team of Laurel and Hardy are featured in the shows.

GEORGEl
WRIGHT

In
Concert

FOR CONCERT INFORMATION AND AVAILABILITY CONTACT;

ACADEMY MANAGEMENT
26375 NACCOME DRIVE

MISSION VIEJO, CALIFORNIA 92691
(714} 586-2697 (Evenings)
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PIANIST'S MUSEUM—Famed Pianist Liberace maintains a piano museum in Las-
Vecas, Nevada. Pictured above are two of the instruments on display, obviously
antique instruments that have been restored. There are displays of minature pianos
and other artifacts relating to the musical world. It is believed he brought many
of the minatures from his Hollywood residence above Sunset Blvd. where there is
a 2/IS V'/elte unit organ installed.

OWNING A PIPE ORGAN HAS ITS COMPLEXITIES WHEN
PLANNING TO PLAGE IT IN ANOTHER'S BUILDING

Owning a theatre pipe organ has a certain amount of glamor attached to it and
there are only the complexities of restoration, installation and maintainance tor the
owner who erects the organ in his home or a studio. But when a theatre pipe organ
is owned by a "roup, such as the 3/12 Barton now owned by Los Angeles Theatre
Organ Society, and that group is involved with another party in making arrange
ments to install the organ in the other party's theatre, then all kinds of problems
can create a complex deal. This is occurring at the present time.

Initially, when LATOS Member Jack Reynolds passed along word that the Wilshire
Ebell Theatre owners were receptive to the idea of having the Barton organ replace
a residence-style Robert-Morton that has been in the theatre for many years, all
parties were 'gung-ho' for rushing the organ into chambers. Then the initial elea-
tion subsided For the more serious business of making arrangements, drawing up a
contract that placed certain responsibilities on both parties. , . _
One of the several complex points in negotitations, drawn up by theatre barristers,

that shook up LATOS negotiatiors was changing the suggested $500,000 insurance
policy to protect both sides. The attorneys wrote up the price to $1 inuiion. ihis
was done because LATOS will retain ownership of the organ; Wilshire Ebell people -
expect adequate coverage to protect their building from damage, etc. It certain
ly presents the fact clearly that making a donation of the organ to the Ebell would
be less costly if we (LATOS) could negotiate a contract whereby we would have
reasonable access to the organ based on the schedule of shows booked for the thea-
^^0(1 ssid

Another minute point, but one that called for partial re-writing of the contract,
it was repotted, was the statement to the effect that the Ebell Theatre is a perform
ing arts center. Ebell attorneys returned the paper saying it is not a performing arts
house, but a music arts house, or something similar to that category.^ _

Throughout the United States there have been and are groups planning similar
installations depending on what kind of terms can be negotiated. At &e present
time there are no known books on the subject of how to negotitate such a contract,
and even though each project offers somewhat different problems, some kind of text
on basics involved is such arrangements might be quite helpful.
A BARTON IN TWO PIZZ^ continued from Mge 11
este 8ft. 73; Kinura Sft 61; Tibia Clausa 16ft. 85; Trumpet 8ft 61; Vox Humana 8ft
73 . MAIN—Concert Flute 16ft 97; Harmonic Tuba 16ft 85; Diapason Sft. 73;
Clarinet 8t. 61; Unenclosed 16ft Bourdon 12. .
Pipe Organ Place Family Restaurant is an unique establishment m many realms.

First, unlike other parlors in the area, Pipe Organ Place is family-owned. The
Huffmans own O. C. Lanes in Osceola, Indiana, and bring their friendly family at
mosphere to the restaurant. The musical program is unusual in that it is based
nearly one hundred percent on audience requests. This is not to say that a lot ot
good theatre organ music doesn't happen here, but you don t hear a set concert-
^^ThrSe^ce'^Srly loves the Pipe Organ Place gang: a roller-skating Lone Ran-
cer/Darth Vader/Dolly Parton, as well as the Pipe Organ Place Animal Revue.
Since the organists have a wealth of diverse musical experience to draw from, no
one has requests go unheard. ^ !

Besides having an excellent musical menu. Pipe Organ
Place has excellent food. Having eaten in many organ-
equipped pizzerias around the area, it is the writer's firm [ |
belief that the food here is among the best. No short cuts
are used in the kitchen and it shows on the table. The com-
bination of good music and good food will make this restr
aurant a success. —continued on next column MarqJ),,,,J;982

CARTER PLAYS SI LENTS AT
FORMER LLOYD MANSION

In all the many years Gaylord Carter has
been accompanying Harold Lloyd silent films
throughout the United States, and his personal
friendship with the late comedian, Sunday,
March 21st was something of a milestone in
his career. He was requested to come to
"Greenacres',' the Lloyd residence, now own-

j  ed by Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Soloman, and
1  accompany the showing of several short films
'  produced by comedian.

The screening was held in the large living
room and Carter played the accompanyment
on the 2/32 Aeolian residence organ. The
event was a Filmex reception that followed
the showing of "Piccadilly" at the Plitt ABC
Century City Theatre. Carter accompanied
this British-made silent on a Baldwin electron
ic organ.
The reception was attended by many fam

ous present day television personalities and
several stars of the silent screen. One of "he
best known was Esther Ralston. She recalled
being a guest many times at the Lloyd home,
as well as "Pickfair", which is located nearby.

Carter joined the group to which she was
relating interesting and amusing incidnets that
occurred when the Lloyd home was one of the
gathering places for fildom's greats in the 20s
and 30s. She also acknowledged that Carter's
score for "Old Ironsides',' cne cf the photoplays
in which she starred, at the Casino Theatre,
Catalina Island, recently, was as thrilling as
the film itself.
The Solomans opened the residence for the

Filmex event and many guests were surprised
to see the work that has been taking place on
the grounds since the 16-acre estate was sub
divided. The cascade that extended down
the slope from the lilbvary and was removed
when the subdivision of the property was made,
is being rebuilt on a less lengthy scale and
will be seen from the new drive leading to the
courtyard of the mansion.

*Carter To Record Album*
It was also learned that Gaylord Carter will

soon record a new organ album for the record
company owned by the Soloman family. He
indicated the album will be recorded on the
newly refurbished Simonton Grande Wurlitzer.

Rick Mathews, musical director of Pipe Or-
gan Place, brings with him a vast amount of
bench experience from both Indiana and
Colorado. He is a self-taught organist, but
has as excellent command of the keyboards.
Besides playing his stint at the Village Inn,
Fort Wayne, he has also presided over the con
soles at the Denver and Aladdin Theatres in
Denver, Colorado, as well as the Chief Thea
tre, Colorado Springs.

I  Having met Mathews in the early 1970s at
the Centre Theatre, Milwaukee, it is clear
that he has made himself the entertainment
organist for a pizza establishment.

Organist Dave Weingartner supplies the
classical expertise to Pipe Organ Place duo.
Besides his musical training mentioned earlier,
he has studied in Vienna, Austria. His comm
and of the theatre pipes is most impressive. At
the age of 24, this man will go a long way in
the organ world, both classical and theatre.

It is the writer's opinion that the combina
tion of organ and musicians and place have
come very close to the ideal in Elkhart. It is
seldom that good food, good music and friendly
atmosphere combine to form one exciting ex
perience.

For those of you in the area who have tried
the others and been disappointed, try the Pipe
Organ Place and have a total pizza experience.
The Pipe Organ Place is located at 30107

U. S, West, between Elkhart and Osceola,
Indiana.
The organ is heard nightly except Mondays

and Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
The phone at The Place is Area Code

219 - 674 - 9924.



Cittic's Citsis
A SPECIAL SECTION OF THE

CONSOLE PUBLISHED IN THE

INTEREST OF PROIVIOTING THE

FUTURE. OF THEATRE ORGAN
Reviewing theatre organ events in past years,in a majority of instances.

has not been truly representative of actual performances. The tendency to ganists are good, but some are better than others." This
gloss over mediocre programs has been apparent. And poor programs are nonsense was evidently meant to imply that I should praise
a contributing factor to the decline in attendance by the public at such everyone, but some more than others , lest I bruise scme-
affaiis. Reviewing theatre organ presentations in a whitewash manner is feelings, or hamper his career, or chill his relations
not completely responsible for attendance drop—there are many factors with the sponsoring organization.
involved but because of reviewing policies artists have been given ex- This don't-rock-the-boat attitude,however well-intended,
cellent critique when, in fact, they might have been advised that what [presents certain problems. While it doesn't inflame the em-
they were doing was not enhancing the future of theatre organ. Clearly, onions of those whose programs might otherwise have been
because of this, a need exists for better reviewing standards, but what panned, it is a disservice in that it fails to provide any in-
are they to be? centive for them to upgrade their offerings in the future.

In previous issues there have appeared letters from readers giving their does it provide any guidance to a reader who may be
views. In this issue The Console presents several more that have aided considering traveling to a future program by this person,
the establishment of what constitutes or should be guidelines in assessing Every other kind of performer who extracts a fee from an
an artist's public offering. organization is subject to review, usually in the public press.

" LOOK._ AT PERFORIViANCES THROUGH AUDI ENCE'S SiSn
EYES' ^Dave Wemgartner,Elkhart, Indiana organist presents an in-

teresting packet of facts in his letter concerning review standards: "You
are to brcommended on your article in the December, 1981 issue entitl-

L- I. a • • r "T ^ sreat trbuble to arrange it to suit the music and the particu-
n ̂ f fifS lar instrument they are to use, and whose technique andTheatre Organ World seem to forget the fact that we ate, or should be, musicality is flawless. If one ' gives them the very same type

first and foremost musicians'. I have nothing to take the article to task of review one gives to everyone else, why should they go to
for except that the author (presumably you, Mr. B'hend) did not idenitfy all this trouble? Their efforts, they may feel, have gone past
himself. I do, however, have a couple further observations along these the listeners' ears, or at least those of the reviewer, without
same lines. ^ _ being appreciated.

First, as a classical organist turned theatre organist, I can see some of The problems confronted by the reviewer who tries to be
the same glaring evils plaguing the theatre organ world as do the classic-selective are not insignificant. He is giving his own opinions,
al world. Perhaps the single largest enemy of classical organ concerts arei^vhich are not necessarily those of ollieTS in the audience. If
the organists themselves and their immediate peers, the general public these opinions should reveal any trace of the negative, he
apparently being forgotten. . . . , . will be upbraided by those who disagree, sometimes with

I can see this hideous and dangerous disease beginning to take its considerable heat. Who is right? The reviewer is not om-
stranglehold on theatre organ as welU Just as^the classicists have their ^ [nipotent. Despite what has been said on the matter, I be-
fads ( a sudden inundation of French Baroque literature, the tracker-back-jjeive the judgement of a musical performance is in the main
ets, etc.), which usually do them more harm than good as far as the gen- Subjective. Most of us don't have the background or the
eral public is concerned [ability to sit i, the theatre circles are exhibiting many of the
same symptons. We needn't ALL sound like Jesse Crawford or Buddy
C

n the audience and count the number of miss
ing beats, or ignored rests, or whatever else a trained music-

ole! Let's keep our heads out of our horseshoes and guard against it, for ian armed with a score might detect in a performance. And
our own sakes. . r-n 1 i- criticism on it, would probably result
As a staff organist at the Pipe Organ Place Restaurant in Elkhart, Indi- in apendantic discourse of small value to the listener not

ana, as well as the organist of Grace Lutheran Church, 1 can say that I aware of these infractions.
am not in the least bit ashamed at times to take a shomewhat theatrical I once heard a noted concert pianist lambaste another
approach to some things on their 2/22 Moeller. The other classical organjioted pianist's rendition of a Chopin etude because he had
ists in the area look down on it,kut it doesn't matter to me. in the least [hit all the grace notes "on the beat',' rather than just before
what THEY think. The congregation is very happy and inspired, and that the beat, as tradition, according to him, requires. This smt
is what is impoitant to me

cademically speaking, they are what is required of good
lusicians. They are what is taught in school. However,

Ivan Koslovski, probably
imusicians. Ihey are what is tai
^here are exceptions both ways.

. I hope this point is well taken if we wish to of criticism may or may not be valid, but it certainly is
be relevant AT ALL to the masses, without whom NONE OF Us (profes- over my head. It seemed a little picky,
sionally speaking) could make a living. We had better start orienting I agree with all Mr. Coup's requirements for musicianship,
ourselves, our playing, our personalities and most importantly our atti- Academically speaking, they are what is required of good
tude toward them. If we don't, I'm afraid that we as musicians, and the musicians. They are what is taught in school. However,
theatre organ, might again go the way of Vaudeville and the nickel there are exceptions both ways. Ivan Koslovski, probably
phone call. the most revered Russian tenor of the earlier part of this cen-
Secondly, regarding the matter of concert reviewing, I feel that a re- tury, ignored tempo and "scooped" up to his high notes in a

viewer should look at a performance through the audience's eyes as way that would dirve a teacher out of his mind. Yet he was
much as possible. In other words, a concert should be reviewed accord- a great musician, who cuaght the feeling of every song or
ing to how the audience reacted to it's entertainment and aesthetic valuej,aria. He was a true artist. On the other hand,Heifetz' flaw-
NOT according to how the reviewer THOUGHT the performance went OR less technical performances were frequently regarded as
SHOULD HAVE GONE! I am not in favor of'lubber-stamping" mediocre "cold'I
performances, I dc, hcwever, feel that many times a performance is I therefore have serious reservations as to whether it is
criticized on pre-conceived standrds. We mBv be overlooking the fact possible to develop a set of standards, a score card if you
that the core of the ART of Theatre Organ is based on creativity, inter- will, that will allow someone to check off the good and
pretation and variety on the part of each individual performer and artist, bad points of an organist so that the"average organ buff...

Hopefully, this letter will encourage some creative thought." would understand and be able to determine wheliier an art-

" 1 WAS fOLD-ALL ORGANISTS ARE GOOD,BUT ycuTnll^
SQfViE ARE BETTER THAN OTHERS create a set of Standardsj Uke those for grading beef, is
An insight into actual reviewer's experiences is cited in the following futile. You and Mr. Coup may like musiciality. I may like

letter sent by Ben Levy, who wrote many reviews in Detroit. His letter: f'lriny jokes from the artist and loud blasts on the Post Horn.
"I have been reading with interest The Console articles concerned Who is to say who is the "better" performer? In whose eyes?

with the 'art' of concert reviewing. My excuse for adding my own We attend programs hoping to hear what we want to hear,
thoughts is that a number of years ago I incautiously agreed to provide All this is not to say that there cannot be more meaning-
for a time reviews for a Detroit organization which has monthly theatre ful concert reviews. There is plenty of room within these
organ programs. Despite a lack of musical expertise which would have [constraints for intelligent reporting. If an artist depends on
discouraged a wiser man, I agreed because 1 had long felt that the sort of his showmanship more than his musicianship, there is room
meaningless pap frequently written about programs was uuinfcrmative, to say so. If the reverse is true, that can be mentioned also,
dull and did little service either to the reader who had not been present, Jf both are true, so much the better. If his specialty is new
or to the artist. Indeed, the question, why write reviews at all, music, or nostalgic music, or modem jazz, or
has frequently come up. However, I feel that an account of classics, to so iruorm the reader will give him
what happened should be set down; and that the write should III some information that he can use if he is con-
make an effort to sort out the good from the not so good and sidering whether or not to attend a program.
so inform the reader and the artist. Of course, I soon found 'buffs" can make up their own minds as
out that this is easier said than done. . to who they'd like to hear.

As an editorial policy, I was given the statement, "Allot- .JyjATidh Continued

bad points of an organist so that the"average organ buff...
would understand and be able to determine wheliier an art
ist was worth hearing," There is no " average organ buff
anyway. There are just you, me, and everybody else. Try
to create a set of standards^ like those for grading beef, is
futile. You and Mr. Coup may like musiciality. I may like
funny jokes from the artist and loud blasts on the Post Horn.
Who is to say who is the "better" performer? In whose eyes?
We attend programs hoping to hear what we want to hear.
All this is not to say that there cannot be more meaning

ful concert reviews. There is plenty of room within these
constraints for intelligent reporting. If an artist depends on
his showmanship more than his musicianship, there is room
to say so. If the reverse is true, that can be mentioned also.
Jf both are true, so much the better. If his specialty is new

music, or nostalgic music, or modem jazz, or
classics, to so iruorm the reader will give him
some information that he can use if he is con-

^ijn] ml sidering whether or not to attend a program.
'buffs" can make up their own minds as

to who they'd like to hear.
198.2 C ontinued



CRITIC'S CRISIS continued
There is one area in which I must respectfully disagree, there-

f

Mr. B'hend, contrary to your wishes. Perhaps we could rate artists
on their scores in categories such as, "Musicianship'^ "Originality,"

ore, with Mr. Coup's excellent article. While my own prejudices ; "Showmanship'^ "Technical ability*! "Quality of jokes," Appear-
lead me to agree whole anc^ " "Personality'^ "Programmimg-heartedly with his desire to make music
ianship the true basis for judging theatre organ performances, and
with his wishes to put the music first in importance in the eyes of
the organist and the audience,! feel this may be too narrow a cri
terion. I am reminded of two statements, the first of which was
made to me by a very prominent organist and a superb musicians
"Organ lovers," she said, no doubt in sorrow," are organ lovers.
They're not music lovers." The other was reportedly made by a

, etc., and then score each
one on a one-to-ten basis. Then we could all look for a "perfect
ten" among all the cards turned in to the scorekeeper. We could
publish the latest scores for each artist at the top of the review of
his most recent conceit, and then have a "Top Ten'i like the foot
ball ratings, "los Angeles ATOS has McGillicudy as No, 3 this
week, while Smathers has dropped to fifth following his fiasco at
the Smorgasbellow last Thursday, Garfinkle, on the other hand,

well-known New York concert impressario, probably also in sorrow, has moved up_^ to ninth {his first time in the Top Ten),reflecting
i i lastn his fractured English: "If people don't want to come, nothing
will stop them."
The inferences are plain. The first definition of music in my

dictionary is "The art of organizing tones to produce a coherent
sequence of sounds intended to elicit an aesthetic response in a
listener!" (underlining mine) The underlined words warn that a
listener is required, and is intended to have an aesthetic (enjoy
able) response. (Of course, the organist himself may be the only
listener who enjoys his music, and possibly in some instances this
may be the case.) Thus Mr. Coup's statement "Entertainment is
not a valid judgement where musicianship is concerned," while it

week's triumph at The Pandemonium, displacing Gdammit,
j who suffered a scalded finger trying to hit the second touches at
1 the console of the steam piano at Grand Locomotive Whistle
Museurrj in Great Thunder, Pa., and was off-benched for a month."
To these comments I would add the following. Much has been

written about the declining attendance at theatre organ concerts.
I feel we enthusiasts may have sometimes been lulled by transit
ory acceptance of our presentations as noveltiles or as sentimental
excursions into the past. In the future, if this instrument is to sur
vive as a viable member of the musical community, we must go
beyond dependence on nostalgia and novelty and make every eff
ort to see to it that the programs we present can stand on theirstands tall, stands on a very narrow and shaky pedestal, especially ort to see to it that the programs we present can stand on their

where theatre organ programs are concerned. Theatre organ music own merit. Of course, this will require extra effort, in some cases,
is "popular" music in the main, as Mr. Coup admits. "Popular" on the parts of those who plan and promote the programs, those who
means "widely liked or appreciated'! "Entertainment') of course restore and maintain the instruments, and :those who play the pro-
has broader implications. But if you will let me put aside organists grams. We must attract new people, because we old-timers will
who "entertain" by engaging in night-club repartee with the mem- all die off. We cannot attract the public if we fail to publicize
bers of the audience, or by standing on their head and playing the our presentations adequately, if we allow an instrument to be pub-
organ with their toes,"entertainment" or "enjoyment" is required, licly demonstrated to be in poor condition, or if the organist does

If the artist's efforts, however "musical" they may be in a tech- not come up with a interesting and musical program that will cause
nical sense or in the opinions of sophisticated listeners, do not "eli- the audience to want to hear more of this kind of music. These
cit aesthetic responses" in a sizeable pcrticn of the audience, it is points are obvious, and have been made before. However, they
probable the audience will be considerably smaller the next time contine to be honored more in the breach than in the deed. If we
this artist appears. Or he may find himself with a dearth of engage- do not move forwjird, we will inevitably move backward,"
ments. No amount of drum-beating about how great a musician he Rodger L.' Reiner, an organist of Freeport,New York became
is will bring back those who somehow failed properly to appreciate engrossed in the Critic's Crisis project to the extent that he has

on the parts of those who plan and promote the programs, those who
restore and maintain the instruments, and those who play the pro-

his earlier program.
Many years ago

organ concerts were
an extremely popu
lar form of musical

"MANY YEARS AGO ORGAN CONCERTS WERE AN
EXTREMELY POPULAR FORM OF ENTERTAINMENT"

written two letters, both of which have
interesting points, and the latest penned
missive contains his critique of The
Console. It is answered to give an in
sight into the reason this publication

presentation. The great University of Michigan E. M.Skinner organ has failed to keep pace with upgrading, etc. Reiner's opinions, or
was played at least weekly to large audiences, for example. The ^rather, his statements of fact are the first to be received; several
same held true for organs in universities and public halls all over [Other readers have, in the past, questioned why certain features
the globe. Unfortunately, it seems, the programs of the day includ- iwere published, but this is the first time someone has taken the
ed orchestral transcriptions,"light"music, marches and other selec- trouble to voice what they feel is wrong with it.
tions that were anathema to those interested only in 'serious' or- "May I take this opportunity to congratulate you on what I feel
gan music; that is, music written in a serious vein and only for the is a major breakthrough in the cover story of your December issue
organ. In the "great organ reformation years" the lovers of class- (Critic's Crisis, etc. "). As an organist and teacher, I have longed
ic organ succeeded in sweeping out all this "undesirable" music for so many years to see more attention
(and most of the great romantic organs as well). paid to the "musicality" aspect of our AND NOW. TWO

Nowadays the great Skinner is forgotten by the public, and no hobby, the theatre organ, but to no I pyTcpc
more weekly programs are given. Who would attend? Except for avail. For more than 20 years, article LEA r^r-Ar^i-n
occasional AGO workshops, the instrument is rarely played except upon article in Theatre Organ dealt ONE READER
by organ students. On those rare occasions,one could toss a gren- with only the mechanical aspects of
ade anywhere in the ahll with slight likelihood of causing injury, pipe organ operation, renovation, etc. Organ enthusiasts all across
Let us reward good musicianship, accurate musicianship, tasteful the country were totally devoted to this area of concern with little

musicianship,by all means. But let us not forget that the theatre or no attention to executing MUSIC on the instruments. How many
organ is primarily for entertainment; so entertainment must be a hobbyist, upon completion of their installations, found that they
primary consideration, despite what we may think of entertainers. leally couldn't play it? 1 know quite a few. The Console, with its

musicianship, by all means. But let us not forget that the theatre
organ is primarily for entertainment; so entertainment must be a
primary consideration, despite what we may think of entertainers.
Let us never forget, as the AGO has, that music requires an aud
ience.

I hope this discussion will not cause Mr. Coup or 'others to con
clude that I am advocating showmanship or circus-type perform
ances over musical ones. I cringe as much as anyone when some
elude that I am advocating showmanship or circus-type perform-

columns by Ray Sawyer, and now item after item appearing con
cerning the real nitty-gritty of the hobby, is making a REAL con
tribution to the art, in my opinion. Again, CONGRATULATIONS..
for taking the "musical bull by the horns'!^!!

ances over musical ones. I cringe as much as anyone when some \ totally agree with every word of Mr. Coup, as expressed in the
alleged "artist" chops out a Wge-type version of "Rhasodv in article to which I referred earlier. Ditto Mrs. DeMille's letter re-
Blue',' leaving out all the interesting (and difficult) parts, slopping garding Rosemary Bailey. If theatre pipe organ concert are to be
through the rest of it, and finally rising with a smile of accompUrh- successful, certainly the artists must do their part m making their
ment as the audience stands up and cheers. Nor do I like to hiar Prfentatiom contemporary and as musically tasteful as possib^.
endless stories from the organist concerning events that led up to " some thea^e or^an enthusiasts would only attend a local Ya-
his selection of the next number; more appropriate to the mSsic, I Festival m their home town, they would be exposed to the
feel, would be a discussion centered around the music itself. In kind of musicianship expected of some of the youngest participants,
twenty years of hearing theatre organ programs presented in what cases, far exceeds that which I've heard from some
many consider one of the most favorable settings, I have not not- °\d-timers maicmg the concert circuits, and receiving ex-
iced' any appreciable increase in the musical sophistication of the ^orbitant fees for what really amounts to second or third-rate per-
audience. if musicality and appreciation of musicianship and of fo"^ances! Recordings are a rarity, as are mghtvlub and re^ur-
the music is a desirable goal, and I am sure it is, then the organist organists are few and.far between,
can help with some intelligent discussion of what the audienle is altogether. Has anyone really given any
about to hear. Then the audience will be better primed as to what t .iT- i j • .u i i j • • u- j it
to listen for. The discussion need not be pedantic or boring, either, i ^ pod reason is the lack of musicianship and wiUing-
Not so long ago I heard Dennis James g^ive a highly |ness to accept contemporary standards and ta^stes^pf^the general

amusing, even hilarious-theme-by-theme analysis of my praises to tp candi t,aneys,nector"The Buying of Rome')' by that o^ld fraud,E. TlPaul, I Baileys, et. al who ap making a
which to me was one of the highlights of theffiogram. effort to deliver the goods!
Later, others agreed. If he ha^ played merely tile I feALLL-LrT WI . Ft^nkly, I am quite fed up with mediocre, or less
Piece, as others have, it would not. have, hee.n one- I | than mediocre concerts^ given by artists who are living^
tenth as interestine. in another world apart from the realities of today And,

I realize this is more "philosophical" than specific, March 1982 judging by the reactions of the general public, I don't
^  ' ■ ■■• ■ continued



CRITIC'S CRISIS continued there was an exucse. Whitewashing? Of course. Disgusting? You
think I'm alone. The organ is an inorganic creation of man, de- bet! So, in this context, was it FAIR that you willingly publish
signed to serve as a means of expression. Without a capable and a review of an up and coming young artist, who by everyone's ad-
INSPIRED artist, it means nothing! Finally, after all these many missions has produced a totally ENJOYABLE, if not completely
years, it appears we are coming to realize what should have been perfect product? I think not. Mr. Bellomy may be 100 percent
given attention long ago... that is, that if the interest is to perpet- in saying that Miss Carley could do better. Couldn't we all? As
uate, our artists MUST get down to business and give the public a fellow artist, instructor, and enthusiast (which credentials I off-
what it deserves for its concert dollar. The "grand swoops" and er as "evidence"), I have found this recording to be just that..,
pseudo-Crawfordisms of the past just won't suffice any longer. A totally enjoyable, contemporary, artistically sound, and technically
bit of nostalgia is fine, but we've got to move on. 1 really wonder well produced. If there remains avenues for improvement, I am
how many CONSOLE readers read and re-read with interest (as did fully confident that Candi Carley will explore them, to the full-
I) each and every article by Ray Sawyer. I was so very delighted est! The bottom line is that sales of the recordings are high, and
to see his series in your magazine, for it showed some effort on that her fans are quite numerous and. obviously, supportive in a
your part to assist folks in getting the best from their instruments. manner that rivals any of the so-called "big" or "established"

Frankly, I'm quite bored reading item upon item on tuning, trem names in the business. I am delighted,
regulation, etc., etc., ad nauseum. When all is said and done, IF T wrote you earlier that one possibility for reviewing concerts,
WE CAN'T PLAY THE ORGAN, WHAT GOOD IS THE FINEST IN- recordings, etc. might be to explore the opinions of noted instruc-
STALLATION?
Perhaps the '80s will become a "revolution" of sorts in our musi

cal endeavors, and awaken us all to the bottom-line, which really
is MUSPC! The instrument is ONLY a means of expression. With-

tors, such as Mildred Alexander, or others. However, I would like
to amend that suggestion in favor of another approach which
would solve the dilemma. It would appear that bias is inevitable
in any review. Dissention is bound to result. Thus, in the case of

out the organist, it remains a collection of wood, ivory, wires, etc, new recordings, at any rate, might it not be the best route to simply
If the ART is to flourish, so must the ARTISTS. I praise the young-Ljg'p whatever new records become available, as was done years -
er people in our land, who are constantiy making inroads, and are back in the "Discography" columns of the old Tibia and Theatre
proving themselves as thoughtful, caring, and sincere musicians. Organ magazines? NO opinions need be printed. Only the infor-
They are deserving of a chance at the top. mation regarding the selections, organ used, ordering info., etc. I
The "old guard" of ATOS bit the dust, it seems, and now 1 think that would solve die immediate problem. As for reviewing

think it is high time we all turn our attention to Ae (perhaps) old- concerts, that is another matter. I do think that your readership
guard organists, who (again, "perhaps") aren't doing their jobs as would be best served, however, if a more honest and candid
they should. . approach were taken.

Again, Tom, my sincere congrats and "thanks" for printing Granted, there would be toes stepped on from time to time,but
pieces which get right to the point of the problem. Mr. Coup said it might help to serve the best interest of the public, and help keep
"  . all of us involved must make every effort to put the music the artists "on their (musical) toes') so-to-speak."

proving themselves as thoughtful, caring, and sincere musicians. Organ magazin
They are deserving of a chance at the top. mation regardi
The "old guard" of ATOS bit the dust, it seems, and now I think that wou

think it is high time we all turn our attention to me (perhaps) old- concerts, that
guard organists, who (again, "perhaps") aren't doing their jobs as would be best;
they should. . . approach were

Again, Tom, my sincere congrats and "thanks" for printing _ Granted, tht
pieces which get right to the point of the problem. Mr. Coup said might help t
"... all of us involved must make every effort to put the music the artists "on
fitk How right he is. In line with your request for suggestions
regarding standards, critics, etc., may I offer the following, as a J[-|^ CONS
music teacher. How about soliciting the talents of Miss Mildred RAPFI Y I
Alexander, the finest instructor of popular organ there is, m my i i
opinion. She is known internationally for her teaching method, Reiner's sec
which has produced many of the best pros in the business. She is statements ms
also regaT<^d as tlie number one pedagogue by the Yamaha Corp. your commen'
which has used her services for many years as Head Judge in their would like to
Festival Competitions. I'm certain her comments would be note- magazine, nov
worthy And, there are otiiers. Millie has stressed so many times feel it fair thi
to us in her clinics, that we must not allow out egos to get the up- modity, then s
per hand. She is SOCO right. I quote Virgil Fox... "the youth are Frankly, I 1
inheriting the earth... " ! We must give young people the credit magazine has
thev deserve (when, indeed, they deserve it), and an opportunity in read. Typogr<
our professed hobby. The new talent in our country deserves more every sentenc
attention when such people show an interest in theatre pipe organ cisms, then y
as a means of expression. We might all be quite surprised at just your readers c
what they can do!" ..v. -

iet5T5nanswer THAT AN AVENUE FOR BIAS MAY EXIST
tfan^ticirappe^^^ jS NOT A POSSiBI LITY—IT IS FACT
ing on Page 22 of

THE CONSOLE—IT ABOUNDS IN TYPOS, HAS
BARELY IMPROVED IN TOENTY YEARS

Reiner's second letter also took The Console to task based on
statements made in the January issue; "Finally, and pursuant to
your comments in paragraph three of your editorial statement, I
would like to comment on the overall progress of The Console
magazine, now celebrating 20 years of publication. Since you
feel it fair that Miss Carley's album be judged openly as a com
modity, then should not the same be done of your magazine?

Frankly, I have seen better. The overall appearance of the
magazine has barely improved. The type style is very difficult to
read. Typographical errors abound with mis-spelling in nearly
every sentence. If you feel justified to defend Mr. Bellomy s criti
cisms, then you should be willing to accept valid critiques from
your readers on the subject of The Console presentation. Far too
,,,,,,I,,,,,,,, much space was allotted to the internal affairs

of Theatre Organ, Mr. Haight, ad nauseum.
AY EX I ST More frequently than not, retractions appear

j c FACT ^ result of inaccurate reporting,which was
'  based on rumor,rather than fact. Frankly,Tom,

I sometimes get the impression that ihe L.on-

refute-th3 optoio„= expressed by Mr. Bellomy as regards crrticlsms* oTSorr
the recent Candi Carley record revm publication could, and should, be upgraded
be little tangible evidence to refute anyone's opinion on any issue
We are debating OPINIONS, it would appear, and nothing more. In

in some areas.
—fc, - If such upgrading would result in subscription increases, then 1

this case,"beauty IS in the EAR of the behoWer. Tl^ fust a^^ it justified to pay an additional dollar or two per year for
ment guarantees both your Publication and Mr. Bellomy the right benefits, I think the bulk of the readership would agree to
to those opinions, whatever they may be,provided civil liberties bave indeed "fabricated something materially for
have not been violated. Frankly, I see no evidence of n^licious- j £^^1 ^^ged of improvement. And, I an
ness, libel, viciousness, or the like m r. e y npiiomVs neither biased nor vicious in these comments]!!
belive Miss Carley would agree. I do disagree that Mr, bellomy s wishes for the future and with sincere congratu

ftTsXect', woSd lations on the past twenty, 1 am, /./Rodger L. Reiue^'
oersonallv prefer to see this apparent controversy ended as quickly In the following answer by The Editor, no attempt is made
as Dossible before it is blown out of sensible proportion. It does to gloss over the facts that Rodger Reiner has presented conceir

«  .1 . .. t • 'Dfikn/^•r-r^xric ixva nhviOUS. it IXll.

sale" which, I feel, is in dire need of improvement. And, I am
neither biased nor vicious in these comments]!!

With all best wishes for the future and with sincere congratu
lations on the past twenty, I am, /$/ Rodger L. Reiner"

In the following answer by The Editor, no attempt is made
to gloss over the facts that Rodger Reiner has presented concein-

annear however, that you,having considered Mr.Bellomy's review ing The Console. Its shortcomings are certainly obvious, it must
before publication, are in agreement with his rights to his opinions, be stated at the outset of this reply, but The Console readers are
as well as (perhaps) his opinion as expressed. the erudite of the theatre organ world and have been able to
That an avenue forhias MAY exist is not a possibility, Tom. It overcome such glaring errors as mis-spelled words m every sent-

is a fact to be reckoned with. I honestly cannot recall any critique ence, incomplete sentences, etc. Frankly, we have seen better
having been published in either your magazine, or Theatre Organ, publications than The Console, but the overall appearance ot
which "panned" the performance of one of the "big" (long-estab- this monthly journal will not change until such time that it is
lishedl names in the theatre organ business. I do know, as a fact, possible to purchase typesetting equipment. The type style is,
that one of the long-time established artists has refused to take the as Rodger notes, very difficult to read. However, it appears to
stac?e because the auditorium management refused to turn off the be read and digested without causing blindness, and if it were

leavins? hundreds of fans to seek refunds possible to find a slightly smaller type face, it woulc
from the box office. And the reason given was tliat the " | be used to enable additional crammmg of news so

digested without causing blindness, and it it were
possible to find a slightly smaller type face, it would
be used to enable additional cramming of news so
that less pages would be necessarymoving ari might blow his music off the rack! I have

been personally witness to some of the biggest in the
business arriving late, arriving under the (obvious) in-
flueince of alcohol and/or drugs, and turning in perform
ances that generally disgusted everyone in the house.
Yet, never a word was said in the review! Always, there

. This is in the
face of inflation and the cost of producing each issue.

As for typographical errors, it was noted that Rod
ger's letter had many corrections (which removed
most mis-spelled words, but still several did get

continued—



CRITIC'S CRISIS —continued iROSEVEARE ANSVl/ERS BELLOMY DOV^/NGRADE
OAKLAND PARAMOUNT WURLITZER ORGAN

tion. However, the Editor, who is also janitor, make-up man, In his review of the premiere show for the WutliUer pipe organ
type-setter (on an IBM Executive Elite, which is the smallest type installed in the Paramount Theatre in Oakland,California, Dan
face found todate) has abandoned trying to proof read his own work Bellomy noted, among other things that At this time,! have no
because past experience has shown that it is quite easy to read idea who designed the specs for this organ, but the person coul^ t
through mistakes after typing a page. The fact that The Console possibly be an organist or know anything at all about the
is not produced at a leisure pace prohibits putting aside work and ING of a theatre pipe organ or he/she would certaitdy hav
then proofing it at a later time. these ̂ o standard voices (Diaphonic Diapason and English Horn)
The charge that too much space was allotted the recent battle available on the Great Manual. _ , • j • *t,

with the "old guard' in ATOS is open to debate. Now that the This month, the man who was insttumenUl in drawing up the
campaign is over, it can be understood that had The Console not Paramount Wurlitzer specifications, James C. Roseveare n
allotted the space it did, there was no way information about the Bellomy's review. ,
affairs of ATOS could have been aired. Certainly Theatre Organ Dan Bellomy's review of the November 7th, 1981 George Wright
magazine would never have aired oppcrition grievances even on a premiere of the Oakland Paramount Wurlitzer affords a fine oppor-
democratic basis. Because the future of theatre o^an was involv- tunity to explain the design philosophy behind the organ's division-
ed, it was felt whatever help could be offered by The Console al stop distribution.
should be. The end result was well wordi the space. Since Mr. Bellomy's concern involved the Diaphonic Diapason s
Rodger complains that frequent retractions appear as a result of and English Horn's omission from the Great, I will discuss that

inaccurate reporting which was based on rumor, rather than fact. manual and the other to which it relates, the Bombarde. A glance
There are corrections made to stories, but not in the sense that at the stoplists of these two manuals will reveal what I consider to
they are retractions. When a rumor is published—and the only be almost intuitively obvious, even to the most casual of observers;
way to kill a rumor is to bring it out in the open—it is the policy the Great is basically a "color" division, while the Bombarde is a
of The Console to note the items as being a tumor and that it is "chorus" division. This enables the organist to set a "full to Tuba
either confirmed or not confirmed. If o&er information is receiv- combination on the Great, and by coupling this to the Bombarde
ed about a published rumor, it, too, is published, (on which the English Horn and Diaphonic Diapason are drawn).

As for making mistakes, The Console does—but The Console achieve a "full to English Horn" combination on the latter man-
also corrects mistakes when informed of errors. Reiner must be ual. My approach to the use of the English Horn is a sparing one;
aware that the only one who doesn't make a mistake is a dead one full organ is divided between Great and Bombarde, the big guns,
Let's hope The Console makes mistakes now and then! so to speak, being drawn on the latter, so that, say,four bats are

In the realm of upgrading, it is necessary to know that several played on the Great, four on the Bombarde, etc., enabling the
efforts have been made to alter the format. At the present time player to use full organ in an artistic, rather than simply a pro
a new typesetting computer operation is under investigation. This forma way. This division of resources can also be used to advant-
would serve two fronts: Showcase Publications, which was age coloristically; for instance, one may draw the Main Tibia
launched by Tom B'hend and Preston Kaufmann to publish the lat- and Vox Humana on the Great, and the Solo Tibia,Vox andSaxo-
ter's book (when it became apparent commercial publishers would phone on the Bombarde; when the Great is coupled to the Bombarde,
not undertake to produce the big Fox Theatre tome) now has plans one may alternate between the two manuals, mus achieving two
to publish approximately ten other theatre volumes and would be different intensities of a similar color.
in partnership with The Console on the purchase of the equipment. The point is that this scheme permits the two combinations to
The equipment, which has a price tag of over $30,000, would be be used flexibly, lessening the need for the organist to risk dis
used to upgrade The Console format. arranging his rhythm and/or phrasing in order to fool around with
With the upgrading would come proofreading and the ultimate hand registration or piston pushing while playing. A subtle consid-

efforts have been made to alter the format. At the present time
a new typesetting computer operation is under investigation. This
would serve two fronts: Showcase Publications, which was

to publish approximately ten other theatre volumes and would be different intensities of a similar color.
in partnership with The Console on the purchase of the equipment. The point is that this scheme permits the two combinations to
The equipment, which has a price tag of over $30,000, would be be used flexibly, lessening the need for the organist to risk dis
used to upgrade The Console format. arranging his rhythm and/or phrasing in order to fool around wit!
With the upgrading would come proofreading and the ultimate hand registration or piston pushing while playing. A subtle consi'

raise in subscription prices to about the level charged by ATOS for eration to be sure, but our philosophy was to enable the org^ist
Theatre Organ magazine, but on a monthly basis. The flexibility to concenttate as much as possible on playing music rather than
would be secondary to good looks and higher price. As for a raise on managing a mechanism. . . r
in subscription price- it may be necessary to up the price without I should point out to Mr. Bellomy that me omission of sto^,nc
making improvements if paper, film, ink and labor costs continue ably the English Horn,Oboe Horn and Qumtadena, from the Grea
their climb. was a Wurlitzer factory practice ( I provide this information for

in subscription price- it may be necessary to up the price without I should point out to Mr. Bellomy that Ae omission of sto^, not-
making improvements if paper, film, ink and labor costs continue ably the English Horn,Oboe Horn and Qumtadena, from the Great,
their climb. was a Wurlitzer factory practice ( I provide this information for

If The Console is in dire need of improvement, and it cannot be historical purposes): on &e so-caUed "Cra^ord" or "Fox" special
made without excessive increase in subscription, then the court of models, and on the Publix 4, the English did not a^ear on
last resort will be suspending publication and going out of business, the Great; and on the Publix 4, the Style 270, and the Style 2oU,
Approximately two hours an evening, Monday through Friday, are neither the Oboe Horn nor the Qumtadena was to be found on the
devoted to producing this publication. While it pleases the Edi- .j t r\u j r- ;
tor to pound a typewriter rather than sprawl in front of a television Frankly, I consider the omission of Ae Oboe and Qnmt a far
set, the fact remains that hardly enough time exists to produce the more serious one than that of the English Horn, since the artastic
perfect wonder journal for theatre organ buffs. However, if the musician will use the Oble and Cumt m far more combmations
subscriptions and renewals continue to warrant continuance on the Horn. My decision to
present basis. The Console will continue to appear. When reader- ^^^h Horn and Diaphonic Diapason from the Great was based on a
ship starts to dwindle, then we will dig out Rodger's suggestions careful evaluation of every voice that would be appropriate on
for improving issues 6 & sa manual and, given our tonal philosophy and the fact that a

It is not that we d^o not appreciate suggestions because we do, finite number of combination acti^ resources was available, I
but until additions can be made to the staff (and the finances ob- ! opted m favor of including on the Great those voices that would
tained to pay them). The Console will limp along as is. Anyone i see the most use (and, of course, those that would appear nowhere
with ideas for making money to effect changes is cordially invited; else). The line had to be drawn somewhere. , , , ,
to send the information alohg to P. O. Box 744-C,Pasadena, Gal- I don't know what caused Mr. Bellomy to thmk that we had made
correction! P.O.Box 40165 zip code 91104-7161 j a "sacrifice" in making the English Horn and Diaphonic Diapason

I available on the Great to George—an inspiration on the part ot the
PAMTM PADI rv AMC!A/rDC !A/!TU I rTTCD : uncommonly astute Steve Levin moved us to use a small rail space
mwn AlNoViLKO VV 1 In LL I ILK for the two stopkeys that function as utility controls, whose purposeTYPED I N BRA I LLE Candi Carley, whose record gener-j is to change existing voices to others not ordinadly appearing on

erated a recent storm after it had been reviewed by Dan Bellomy, , the Great.
has remained silent about the controversy until March 15th when We did not use a punitive approach to our design.
she typed a brief letter in Braille to The Console. Text of her let-. Also, I can't figure out what made Mr. Bellomy fancy that the
ter; "I sincerely appreciate the many, many phone calls and letters i English Horn's speech was asynchronous with that of the rest of the
of encouragement and support. Other than that I have no comment."organ, except that he might have heard a freak reflection there

*Candi's Mother Has Brief Reply* are a couple of them in the building.
Answering B-llomy's charges about Candi Carley's latest record, Finally, there are accompaniment voices in the Solo chamber:

"Sweet City Woman", Virginia Carley, mother of the organist, had a pair of Strings,and a Vox Humana.
her reply marked in red pencil on a xeroxed page taken from the ; To close, I would like to invite Mr. Bellomy to play the organ at
January issue. One portion of a sentence from Bellomy's reply to j the Paramount. I'm sure he will find it an eminently playable and
his initial review—"Candi is probably musician enough to loiow satisfying instrum^t^his initial review—"Candi is probably musician enough toloiow satisfying instrum^t^
that what I said is true'J—was answered: 'Obviously—Candi does
not agree with Dan!" The other brief sentence marked in red was
in the editorial box on the same page; "They are jepordizing his
career as an organist," Virginia Carley's black penned answer to
this: "Only one person can jepordize Dan's career! That's Dan."
Further, an attached note declared:" The enclosed copy is marked
and is the only comment 1 have to say regarding the January articl
Dan's comments to not merit further comment."

NEXT MONTH: SHOWTIME 1924 GIVEN CLEAN BILL OF HEALTH
in a letter written to The Console by one

of electronic organ enthusiasts refut-
ing me published review of the event that
appeared in the December '81 issue. It
contains several interesting observations
that will be discussed in full so that read-

.{ ers understand both views of the event.



NO LONGER are the two signs—the vertical in
the photo above and full street spanning bridge
affair—in evidence on the facade and front of
Salt Lake City's Capitol Theatre. The former
movie palace is now a performing arts house in
the city and county's new Civic Complex. Its
Wurlitzer is almost ready to be heard again un
der restoration by members of Beehive Chapter
ATOS.

SALT LAKE CITY TO HAVE ORIGINAL ORGAN
INSTALLATION RETURNED TO PLAYING

DONDITION IN THE CAPITOL THEATRE
by Lowell J. Boberg

Another Wurlitzer theatre pipe organ is almost ready to thunder
again. It will be the Salt Lake City Capitol Theatre 2/10 instru
ment that will sound off as it did on that memorable night of its
debut, September 29, 1927. It has taken 4, 697 man hours of
challenging and often difficult work on the part of the members of
Beehive Chapter ATOS to bring the organ to this point of comple
tion. All that remains to be done is voicing, tuning and a thorough
check-out, which may require as long as two months. Then the or
gan will be ready for its second life in its original home, but as an
instrument in a theatre now designed for the performing arts.

In 1976 the Salt Lake County Redevelopment Agency purchased
the Capitol Theatre with the idea of remodeling it to serve as the
performing arts theatre of the city and county's new Civic Complex,
The organ was included in the sale.
News of the purchase brought a flood of telephone calls concern

ing fate of the Wurlitzer. Many individuals wanted to purchase it
if a decision had been made to sell it. But like a good silent film
photoplay, there was someone on the scene to save the music mak
er and not turn it out of its original home. It was at this juncture
that Beehive Chapter officials appeared on the scene, not only in
forming the County Arts Committee of the cultural advantages of
retaining the organ as a contributory factor to an effective perm-
forming arts program, but also offering to undertake the task of re

storing it and bringing it into
first-class playing condition.
The Committee accepted the
Chapter's offer and allotted
funds for the project.

During the period of theatre
remodeling, the console, for its
protection, was removed and
Stored in a county warehouse.
The remodeled Capitol was

opened formally in late 1978
with facilities ample for large
stage presentations and ac-
comoaations for two ballet
groups and an opera company.
At that time the console was

returned to the theatre and
placed in a basement work
room.

In February of 1979 the work
crew of Beehive Chapter began
its project of restoration.

Chapter members volunteer
ing for the task were for the
most part retired men repre
senting diverse occupations
and professions—salesman,
architect, electrician, educat
or, weather bureau specialist,
accountant, business owner-—
all bound together by the com
mon denominator of love for
the theatre organ and its mus
ic.
A work schedule of two

mornings and one evening a
week was set, the evening for
the benefit of those volunteers

still on jobs. The only inter
ruptions were holidays, rehear
sals, or performances.

Clarence Briggs and Harry
Weirauch served as co-chair-
men of the work crew which
consisted usually from two to
six men each work day.
From the beginn9ng it was

evident that the project would
not be an easy one. Structural
changes on the stage and in the
orchestra pit made it unfeas-
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PRESENTING A NEW APPEARANCE—Today the
former vaudeville and photoplay house, once queen
of the city's regular operating theatres, is now part
of the performing arts of the Civic Center Complex.
Photo of movie days facade on next page illustrates
some of the changes made on building exterior.

ible to return the console to its original position in
the pit. The bellows on the percussion and toy
counter required releathering. All relays and mag
nets had to be checked and defective ones replaced.
The pipe chambers could do with a bit of retfe-

signing to allow for more freedom for repair work
and for additional ranks of pipes. The main air
supply line required bracing and the sealing of doz
ens of leaks caused by the vibrations of heavy con
struction work on the stage.
There was much to do, but there was no comple

tion time limit set. All that was needed was pat
ience and determination. The volunteers had an
ample supply of both.

Possibly the most significant changes have been
the substitution of electronic switches for the for
mer pneumatic system in the console, and the de
cision to place the console on a movable platfrom
to be used on the stage. Three 200-wire cables
coming down from the pipe chambers above the
proscenium will connect with four ISO-wire cable
stubs extending to the rear of the console, and ter
minating in twelve 50-wire plugs. Once connect
ed, the console can be moved about the stage and
played in any location. V/hen necessary, it can

— continued on following page—•

NOSTALGIA—Street signs similar to this one were once part
of many American city street scenes. One memorable such de
vice has been seen in picture postcards and photos publicizing
the "Biggest Little City" Reno,Nevada. The photo was taken in
1967.
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RESTORERS BUS'V^-Mac King, John Wocdmansee and Wa-/ne Russell dis
assemble console cabinet preparatory to refinishing it.
Now the console is ready to be moved onto the stage and to be connected

with the chamber cables for the final check-out. Then comes the great day
when the 54-year old Wurlitzer begins its second life.
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On these pages are photos of the restoration work and theatre
views that are part of Beehive Chapter's historical record of
the project undertaken by its members.

OLD FACADE—Commercial store fronts and panels
above entrances masked beauty of old theatre that
is once again very prominent as seen in new facade
photo on preceding page.

SALT LAKE CITY CAPITOL THEATRE WURLITZER
continued

be disconnected, taken downstairs and stored safely.
The other problems facing the work crew have been

eventually soved, sometimes by contortion as well as
resourcefulness and skill. Squeezing into narrow places
and twisting into almost impossible positions was often
necessary. Hary Weirauch coined an expression for this
type of work, "pretzeling oneself'l
At this writing, thanks to inventive powers of the or

gan crew, the pipe chambers allow for a bit more hu
man maneuverability than before. There is now as
much plastic air pipe as there is metal. Leaking met
al supply lines, some crushed flat, have been replaced
with modem ABS pipe and fittings. Flexible couplings
have been used where needed and suitable. Space is
now available for an additional rank of pipes, which is
a trumpet, and is now on order.

WIRING AND ASSEMBLY—Bill Petty and Clarence Briggs, at the console,
work on wiring, while Mac King, Gene Breinholdt and Krehl King assemble
small parts. Console shell has been refinished.

RESTORERS Harry Weirach and Keith Davis work on the con
sole, sanding and filling blemishes for refinishing job. Match

NEW WORK——John Wocdmansee installs
.new magnetic reed switches on die Wurlitzer
^console stop rail.
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DAVIES HALL WILL GET TV.'G ORGANS IN 1983
San Francisco's new Davies Hall will have two pipe organs in

stalled during the summer of 1983, it was announced March 23rd
by the San Francisco Symphony. Dr. Fred Tulan, noted concert
organist, who is consultant to the Symphony, prepared the speci
fication and tonal design for the 132-rank Ruffatti organ to be
erected in the main hall. A portable six-rank tracker organ will
also be built for the new hall. The Ruffatti organ was made possi
ble by $800,000 in private gifts from the Frank M. Tack and the
Paul L. andPhvllis Watts Foundation.

FLICKER FINGERS PRODUCTIONS
1371 PASEO DEL MAR

SAN PEDRO. CALIF. 90731
(213) 831-6360

HAZLETON TO ACCOMPANY FILM AT CASTRO
Tom Hazleton,noted Bay Area organist, will accompany theIl^sic Valentino silejjt, film "Blood and Sand" at the Castro

I Theatre on the newly installed Wurlit-
I zer theatre pipe organ April 6th at
I 8:15pm; he also will present organ ac-
I companiment with "The Four Horse-

men of the Apocalypse on April 14th
. Marph 198,2, at 8:30 pm.



Fianist Tom Coaster

CANDl PACKS HALL
FOR HER CONCERT

If there was any doubt that Or
ganist Candi Carley is popular it
was completely dispelled Sunday
afternoon, March 28 at San Gab
riel Civic Auditorium when the
sprightly young artist put the Wur-
litzer through a fast-paced show
featuring a variety of music, and
also an added attraction of having
the celebrated Ann Leaf appear
at both the organ console and on
piano in solo and duet presenta
tions.

For the first time in quite a
spell, the auditorium was well
over half full and it is reported
that coin of the realm, along with
crispy green paper, filled the box
office with a sizeable take for Los
Angeles Theatre Organ Society,
program sponsors.

There's no arguing that Candi
has a particular style of playing,
and every selection she presented
brought a resounding round of ap
plause from her enthusiastic aud
ience.

During her program she dedi
cated "Memories of You" to the
late Rod Skelding who had been
shot and killed in a robbery earl
ier this month.

Opening the second half of the
show, Ann Leaf brought up the or
gan console and played two selec
tions. She then left the console
and walked to the grand piano on
stage while Candi was led to the
Wurlitzer. The two then proceed
ed to play several numbers in duet
before Miss Leaf left the stage.
The remainder of the perform

ance was all Candi's——and she
played up a musical storm through
pop tunes and a highly entertaining
arrangement of a Bach classic.
Her closing number was some

thing that has become as much a
part of her as eating or sleeping—
her Hoedown special. The aud
ience participated with hand clapp
ing, cheers and, at the conclussion,
the addition of cowbells from one
location in the auditorium.

There has been a great deal of
critical analysis of Candi's style
of arranging and playing the or
gan in recent months—^but the
Sunday show proved that she is a
big hit with her audience—and
that's what counts. B

TOM GNASTER GETS TOGETHER WIITH ,
TOM GNASTER FOR FIRST TIME IN I
PRESENTING PIANO/ORGAN DUETS '

by Russ Jensen |
Tom Gnaster's album that has been in gestation

for many months has just been released—and it is
quite unique in that the organist is the pianist and
Tom gets together with himself for a recorded con
cert of playing the work of Tom Gnaster arranger
and conductor.
The album, "Together (For The First Time), is

recorded on the Thomaston Opera House 3/15 Marr
and Colton pipe organ, often referred to as "the
best theatre organ of its size anywhere."

This album shows off both the organ and organist
to their best advantage—and, we must add, the
pianist as well!
Tom's first organ recording was made on a Wicks, \

the second on the Rivoli Uniphone in Indianapolis. »
Both were well received, but this new disc spotlights '
Tom the organist and Tom the pianist, in a sym
phonic combination that is musically outstanding!

(  His orchestral arrangements are unique among his *
peers. And this album is certainly a "must" for all ,
record collectors. It's also an excellent album for
those who don't collect recordings but enjoy hear
ing the magnificent blending of piano and organ in
duet.

Stereophonic recording and mastering are evident
throughout in this finely voiced instrument, particu
larly in the ballads, such as "The Way We Were','
" Garden in the R :'in',' "Some Day My Prince Will
Come" and "A Kiss in the Dark'l

Novelty numbers include "Nola'J "Belle of the
Ball" and "Chong,He Come From Hong Kong'.'
However the showstopper of the eleven numbers is

J

Organist Tom Gnaster

ERRY NAGANO WINS ACCLAIIM
AT REDWOOD CITY PROGRAM

by Dr. Ed Mullins
Jerry Nagano's concert Sunday, Feb. 21,

for Northern California Theatre Organ So
ciety at Capn's Galley Pizza and Pipes in
Redwood City was one of the largest attend
ed meetings in Nor-Cal's current history.
Many members who are not regular attend
ees at the monthly concerts were present
to hear this young artist play and they
were not disappointed.

Organ enthusiasts, including several AT-the Scherzo from Litolff s Concerto jymphonique^ Organ enthusiasts, including several
Here Organist Gnaster and Pianist Gnaster accompany Qg top-tabbers and big -wigs crowded to-
one another in a spectacular finale. Numbers like gether shoulder to shoulder withNor-Cal
this will no doubt offer new challenges for other or- rnembers as well as visitors from Sierra and
ganists to follow. j a j Los Angeles chapters.
The latest recording techniques were used. And a Spotted in the audience were Dale Mend-

special mention should be made of the liner notes. —-Continued on Page 23-— ^
Seldom has an organ album |
contained more detailed,
well-detailed, well-research
ed, historical information of
musical selections.
The album is available at

$8. SO from Thomas Gnaster,
167 Carriage Drive, Glaston-
bury. Conn. 06033.
GNASTER LAUDS STRONY
CONCERT AT THOMASTON

It is rather seldom that one
organist will go out of his or
her way to compliment a
fellow artist's program. The
usual position is to say noth
ing, However, during a tele
phone conversation with T om
Gnaster this month, he went
out of his way to relate that
one of the finest concerts
ever heard has just recently
been played by Phoenix Or
ganist Walter Strony at the
Thomaston Opera House.

It has also been reported
from other locations where
Strony has appeared recently
that his concert programs are
great musical events.

THE ORGAN LITERATURE
Foundation will publish in
July, 1982, Atp Schnitger,

' Organ Builder. The book will
comprise 192 pages,75 photos
and a map. Price tag is $15.

jTilriTfl

NOW ENTERTAINING THE CROWDS AT

NEW YORK'S RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL...

HEAR THIS VERSATILE YOUNG ORGANIST IN HIS
PREMIERE RECORDING ON THE 4/22 WURLITZER
IN ROCHESTER'S AUDITORIUM THEATRE.

$8 Postpaid
(N.Y. residents please add 56< sales tax)



(\hr A RJJ7d\ A I\C SALE/FOR SALEI I If I f 11 ll<| / P I I f| I ■ > SPECIALLY MITRED for use Unenclosed
as architectural decor small scale 6our~
don. Has excellent tone quality—best

ORGAN-IZEO AOS INFORMATION offer over $175.00. Drawer B, The Con-
sole, P.O. Box 40165 91104-7165

FOR SALE DUE TO ILL HEALTH Two -
manual, nine-rank Geneva hybrid theatre
pipe organ. Complete solid state, allservice <;harge of 25 cwjts. wften bitletf by The Cor»soIe>. ranks on moveable single chests with plug

le cever thwtsnrt and postage. in cables. 49-note ha^, 13-note chimes
and some traps. Buyer to remove. How

ard A. Button, 3045 - 3rd Avenue, Marion, Iowa 52302.

PIPEWORK FOR SALE-—61-note Gottfried Vox Humana 8', $235; 73-note AEolian Hahl
Flute 8' (lovely orchestral sound) $110; 12-note Wurlitzer Concert Flute basses,large scale 8*
$40; 12-note Wurlitzer Concert Flute basses, medium scale 8', $35; 49-note Smith metal
Harp, $425; 20-noteU. S, Chime action, $35; 12-note Wurlitzer Flute offset chest, $75; 8-
stage swell engine, $25; 10-blade swell shade assembly, $75; Hammond C- 3 with Leslie
(cabinet in fair shape, electronics and mechanism in good condition) $1,500. NO CRATING
OR SHIPPING—you pick up all items. Call Greg (213) 540-8354.

25-NOTE ORGAN PEDAL CLAVIER, brand new, $105.00. Chamberlin Company, 354Winn
Drive, Upland, Calif. 91786, or call (714) 985-3017.
KOHLER-LEIBICH Liberty Chimes/Harp, 49-note, in moveable frame with casters. Best off
er over $500. Drawer C, The Console, P.O.Box 40165, Pasadena,Calif. "91104-7165.

WURLITZER STYLE D REALY expanded, $300; Marr & Colton 2/11 realy, $200; Kinetic
blower, 10" (p 1300CFM, $250; 16' Tuba, Wicks towboards with direct electric magnets,
Wurlitzer Chrysoglott, organ cable and more. Send SASE for list to Robert Teska, 334Will-
ard, Toledo, Ohio 43605 or call (419) 691-9331 after 9pm,

IT'S GOTTA GO—2m/3r Estey Minuette in simulated grand piano case. Was Anson Weeks'
organ for his orchestra. Best offer over $1, 500. Call The Console, (213) 794-7782. Would
make interesting "Lobby Organ" for theatre.

WURLITZER RELAY 4-20 with piano and pizzicato. Very good condition, $3,750. Calif. Bay
Area. B. Atwood(4i5) 897-0694 Eves, or (415) 543-9360 Days.

RELAY 2m/5r (needs some work); Spencer blower 3/4 hp, 1165rpm,DC generator lOv, 18a,
1150 rpm. C. Vallette, Box 447, Bethayres,Penna. 19006, or call (215) 379-2169.

"conn 650WHITH RYTHWATIC AND PIPES.T^ice $6,500. Call (213) 656-8223.
PERSONALIZED STUDY OF THEATRE ORGAN (theory, harmony,registration) by cassette
tape with active concert artist. Write or call ROSA RIO, 130 Mill Street,Huntington, Conn,
06484, (^203) 929-1652 for information. Same address for "Everything's Coming up Rosa"
stereo LP recording $6. 50 postpaid,recorded on the Brooklyn Paramount 4/26.

CLEANING OUT WAREHOUSE—Wurlitzer, Gottfried, E.M. Skinner pipework and chests. Two
complete organs. Misicellaneous components and consoles. Send SASE for list to: Larry
Young and Associates, 8353 Cloveridge Road,Chagrin Falls,Ohio 44022, or call (216) 338-
3652, or (216) 338-7834.
"I LOVE THEATRE ORGAN" buttons and bumber stickers—$2 each,postpaid. All proceeds
to help restore theatre organ. Frabit Productions, P, O, Box 967, Westminster, Calif. 92683.

NEED SPACE FOR BOOK SHIPPING DEPARTMENT WURLITZER STYLE D must go. Organ
has been stored over five years, needs complete refurbishing, extra pipework and miscellan
eous items included for best offer over $5, 500. Tom B'hend, P. O. Box 40165,Pasadena,Cal.
91104 - 7165, or call (213) 794-7782 after 5pm. No shipping or crating, buyer to remove.

THREE RANK KIMBALL UNIT CHEST, best offer over $300. Write The Console, P. O.Box
40165, Pasadena, Calif. 91104-7165, Drawer C.-
HIGH PRESSURE PIPEWORK 10 and 15 inches from City Auditorium Austin in Atlanta, Geor-
fia. Also available other pipework from other makes. Send SASE for list to: Pipe Organ
ales and Service, P.O.Box 908, Decatur, Georgia 30031.
"A NALLE ALBUM ALWAYS A MUSICAL EVENT" (British & American reviews) Two stunning
albums still available: "Show Business" (Rochester Wurlitzer), $8.00 postpaid "Only One
Billy Nalle" (Wichita Wurlitzer,$8. 50,postpaid (now in second pressing). Billy Nalle Music,
Suite 2205, Wichita, Kansas 67203. 1
MARR & COLTON 3/9. An original instrument, immaculately installed and maintained.
$19,500. Mrs. Eleanor Weaver, "664 Litchfield Turnpike, Bethany, Conn. 06525, or call
(203) 393-1669.
WURLITZER TWO-MANUAL church model horseshoe console with 80-ft cable, switchstack
and relays (console needs work) $750; Wurlitzer shades and action 85"x77" $115; Wurlitzer
18-note chimes (action painted red & blue) $155; Spencer orgoblo Ihp 3ph ("SSO—S") $200.
Gordon Cornell, 8839 Nabida Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio 45247, or call (513) 3o5-8337 after
5pm and weekends, (513) 763-4977 Monday through Friday 'til 4pm.

AEOLIAN DUO-ART 19-rank residence pipe organ complete. Includes two-manual player
console and 87 rolls. May be seen and played by appointment. Available for immediate re
moval, Asking $15,000. Contact Heaston Productions, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 46205 or
call (317) 635-7300 weekdays.

CENTURY SPOTLIGHTS from theatre with brackets, color filter slides, etc.,like new. Three
for $50 each plus shipping. G. Allen, 50 North Main St., Medfcrd,N.J, 08055.

UNIT CHESTS FOR SALE or trade for pipes. Large scale, four rank,
nice, $300. Rebuilt two-rank, to 10-inch wind, $250. Single rank
DVA type, good, $75. Send SSAE for details and complete parts
list to J.R. Ross, 223 Linda Lane, Duncanville, Texas 75137 or call
(214) 298-4288. . . I —^

—continued on Page 23 March 1982
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If you want more
than Just an

electronic sound

BUILD
THE BIG ONE

Grea/e ihe sound
inspires awe

YOG can build the ""Rolls Royce"
of organ kits and save 60% of
retail cost.. Five models to chose
from—specializing in 3 and 4
manual Wurlitzer Reproductions.
Multiple tone sources used for the
ultimate in true organ sound.
Devtronix can assist with all phases
of design, electronics, and con
struction of the organ that you
have always dreamed of owning.
Our engineering expertise, years of
experience, new larger headquar
ters, manufacturing, and research
facilities attest to the fact that
Devtronix is the leader in electronic
kit organs.
Brochure $2.00 - Product Catalog $1.50,

Demo Cassette $4.95, played by

Everett Nourse

FOR YOUR
PIPE ORGAN
CAPTGRE

• COMBINATION SYSTEMS
Dual memory-lowpower

• CONSOLES
3 and 4 manuals—
will hold up to 315 stop-keys

• 32'-16'PEDAL TONE
GENERATORS

ORGANS. INO/
Dept.25

6101 Warehouse Way
Sacramento, CA 95826

(916) 381-6203



ORGANIZED ADS
FOR SALE continued from page 22
LIGHT DIMK^R in metal case. Large control
dial. Will handle 25 to 30 lights. Perfect con
dition. $75, plus shipping. G. Allen, 50 No.
Main, Medford, N. j. 08055.
ROBERT-MORTON 2manual,six rank pipe org
an plus chimes. Good original condition. Very
easy removal. Unit chests. Relay. Full coup
lers. Combination action. Located in San Fran
cisco. Offers accepted—as is/where is. Charlie
Hadsell (415) 392-6600 or (415) 647-2454.
REPRODUCTIONS (2) Wurlitzer mechanical
drawings; Key-relay-Pipe circuit; Cross-section
windchest. Each 18 x 24 suitable for framing.
$12 per pair. Amart Studios, P. O. Box 29905,
Richmond,Va. 23229-0905

THREE m'aNUAL KIMBALL/WELTE theatre
horseshoe console; 8' Clarinet, 10" wind, 61
notes; 8' String, 10" wind; VDO by Gottfried; 8'
Horn Diapason by Gottfried. Play—piano unit
for an upright piano. 8' Marr & Colton 12-note
offset chest for reed or flute. 100 Reisner C-3
stop magnets. Harold Morch, 127 Belmill Rd.
Belmore, New York 11710.
SOLID STATE REVERBERATION SYSTEM. De-'
sigfied specifically for organ use. Simply con
nected to any electronic organ, even those with
multiple output channels. Microphone inputs
for pipe organ use. Seven simultaneous delay
times with none of them a multiple of each
other which provides a smooth decay. Room
size and reverberation time adjustable. A vast
improvement over any previous electronic sys
tem. Not a kit, but a factory-built adjusted and
tested system ready to use. Comes with opera
tional and wiring booklet. Five year guarantee.
Send for free brochure. Devtronix Organs, Inc.,

-—-continued on next column-—

JUST REISSUED...

ON THE LAST RECORDED PERFORMANCE OF

THE NEW YORK PARAMOUNT THEATRE'S

MAGNIFICENT4/36 WURLITZER PIPE ^
ORGAN...

SELECTIONS FROM "BRIGADOON",
"PAINTYOUR WAGON", "GIGI", A
"MY FAIR LADY" AND

"CAMELOT". i^vSl

MILLER AND SIMON TO PLAY ON TWIN CONSOLES MlAY 8
For those organ buffs looking for a good reason to do a bit cf traveling, one does

exist in Denver comes May 8th. Father Jim Miller and Denver's Patti Simon are
going to be co-featured at the twin consoles of the 4/20 Denver Paramount Thea
tre Wurlitzer organ. Father Miller by now. has established his concert stature
and needs little or no introduction to the theatre organ world.

In Denver Patti Simon is currently featured at the Organ Grinder Restaurant and
is already one of the city's favorite organists. A native of Seattle, Pattie has been
heard on the major organs in that area. She has captivated her Denver audiences
and has developed a large following of devoted fans.
The dual concert program will also have a silent film comedy on the screen.
Ticket donations ate $5 each in advance, or $5. 50 at the door. For further in

formation please write Jay Jehorek, 7432 Dale Court, Westminster,Colo. 80030,
or c^l Powell at (303) 343-3930.
ORGAN-IZED ADS FOR SALE
6101 Warehouse Way, Sacramento,Calif. 95826.
WANTED * WANTED * WANTED * WANTED * WANTED"* WANTED
ROLLS FOR MOLLER PIPE ORGAN PLAYER. Boll label reads: M.P. Moller, Art
iste, Reproducing organ. J. Schellkopf, 855 No. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90029.

WANTED—AN ORGAN FOR 2700-SEAT PROCTOR'S THEATRE in Schenectady,
New Yorlk Purchase or donation (tax deductible)—three or four manual, 15-20
ranks. Send specifications to: A. Murdoch, 359 Ridge Road, Scotia,New York
12302 or call(518) 370-4817—or A. B. rlunkett, 1001 Tecumseh,Scotia,N. Y.
12302 (518) 399-3073.
WANTED 16' String, 10" wind. Prefer Kimball, Also need Wurlitzer stop tabs,
red and yellow. Harold Morch, 127 Belmill Road, Belmore, Long Island, New York
11710. ^
NAGANO CONCERT AT REDWOOD CITY continued from page 21
enhall,ATOS Vice-President; Bob Gilbert, Editor, Theatre Organ magazine; Dan
Lovett, ATOS Publicity Director and 1983 Convention Chairman as well as a
group of radio engineers from five Bay Area radio stations. The engineers had
rigged a huge boom microphone and enormous recording devices in the restaurant
to tape the concert.
Young Nagano became interested in organ at age thirteen. He studied with

Gordon Kibbee and Tom Hazelton and silent film accompaniment with Gaylord
Carter. Currently he is resident organist at the S/28 Pasadena Civic Auditorium
organ. Featured in the 1979 ATOS Convention at Los Angeles, he has also appear
ed with Liberace at the Las Vegas Hilton. This was his second concert for Nor-
Cal Chapter. He has also just completed a recording on the Pasadena organ.
—  Opening his concert with "How Can Love

Survive'^ he then played a 1920s novelty
tune "There's a Trick inPickin A Chick,
Chick, Chicken'I Next he played a nice
ballad "The Nearness of You" with Tibia

1^^ Jerry has perfect tempo and originality
^  of style that showed off the 4/23 Wurlitzer

ii& Another tune, "Million Dollar Baby" was
jtMs a'dirty' arrangement in which he amazed.NCE OF I the audience with his lightening-fast jabs

p^'c iMiBHSM at the percussion stops between beats.
registrations were unique; organ tech-nician Bill ̂Freeman re^

I  hearing him for the first time at Redwood
City I can assure you that "tomorrow" is

During intermission Chairman Rudy Prey
introduced visiting dignitaries and then turn-
ed the meeting over to Dan Lovett talk

im..



PLAYS AGAIN
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DAWN DUSTERS—-Organist John Ledwon and the
restoration crew for the Orpheum Wurlitzer were on
hand early Sunday morning for practice and final
check-out of the organ.

T I* »

LINEUP—^arly travelers in downtown Los Angeles were giving a second look
when they passed the Orpheum Theatre and saw a line forming in front of the
theatre. Talked about publicity did not get released and relatively few
people knew about the free dedication show. —Zimfoto

■  :• „

Although not
a great deal of
publicity was
released by
the Los Angel
es Theatre Or

gan Society
regarding the
rededication of
the Orpheum
Wurlitzer, mem
ber Charles

Zimmerman
sent out his

own announce

ments to all

he thought
would be int
erested.

T-tATAff OfttfAA SOCi

A EARt TRGAT
rOR YOU ^

FREE ADMISSlONIlIt

UFFS—As with all theatre organ concerts, those in tht
cony to be on level with chamber openings which aff-
ling pleasure since organ tones seem to have their
ity as they leave the chamber areas.

Pictured at right is the hand-written listing of selections that were played on
the Orpheum Wurlitzer for its opening at the theatre. The organ was a late
additon to the all-vaudeville house it was not until two years after being

opened that the Wurlitzer was installed. Organist
Newman Alton apparently wished to record in a some
what permanent manner his music that was played for
the first program. Records do not indicate the organ
was ever used to acoompany silent films at the theatre.
It was later played by Henry Murtagh when Metrcpoli-

March 1982 tan Theatres acquired the ornate showcase.
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BRUCE CORWIN, head of Metropolitan Thea
tres, welcomed the audience to the Crpheum
and told them the refurbished instrument will

be heard as often as possible in the coming
years.

BELOW—A small formal portrait of the Los
Anseles Orpheum Theatre that was taken in
1979. Unfortunately, the Wurlitzer console
was covered and the photographer who took
the picture was not an organ buff and did
not consider uncovering it.
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The Newbury Park Song and Dance Company on stage at the OrpheumI  Since 1979, when it was first announced that plans were being made
to recondition the Style 240 Wurlitzer in the Orpheum Theatre in down
town Los Angeles ana have it ready for the ATOS National Convention,
work has been underway on the instrument and at last, on February 21,
1982, the organ was presented in what has been termed by those who had
heard it when it was in playing condition years ago, a brand new Wurlit
zer. Described as a new music maker, it was really true since the organ
sound was improved through removal of heavy drapes. Previously it was
not an outstandingly great instrument although its Wurlitzer tone was
good. The heavy drapery muffled its sound, and when seated under the
balcony during a capacity house, the sound of the Wurlitzer tended to be
subdued. Now there is a brilliance and sparkle to the sound and the or
gan fills every nook and cranny of the theatre.

Those volunteer members of Los Angeles Theatre Organ Society who
put in over three years of dedication to restoring this now magnificent
instrument are Gene Davis, Paul Birk, Bill Exner, Hill Hood, Bob Bush,

II Ted Lutz and Bob Smith. In addition to these men, Frank Seeley.Dick
fa Schroder, Ken Kukulk and Ken Crome were available for help and con-
M  sultation on many technical matters. They were most cooperative in
ffl offering their time to take care of such matters.
M  One of the few original Wurlitzer installations remaining in a motion
li picture theatre, the Orpheum Style 240 Wurlitzer, Opus 1821, 3-manual,
ill 13-rank organ is installed in chambers as follows: MAIN (left side) Dia-
iiy phonic Diapason,Horn Diapason, Viol d'Orchestre, VDO Celeste, Salicional,
fill Clarinet, Concert Flute, Vox Humana, Chrysoglott. SOLO (right side)

Trumpet, Harmonic Tuba, Tibia Clausa, Orchestral Oboe, Kinura, Xylo-
ji phone, M^aritaiba/Harp, Glockenspiel/Orchestra Bells, Chimes and Traps.
11 The organ was built at Wurlitzer's North Tonawanda,New York plantI and shipped to Los Angeles in late 1927 and dedicated April 8, 1928.

• It is the last remaining in-theatre pipe organ
that was originally installed in a Los Angeles

Tentatively, another organ program is planned
for the Orpheum this coming June, The date will
be announced by Los Angeles Theatre Organ Society

i-ji when artist confirmation has been made.
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CANDI CARLEY pictured during her concert at San G briel FOTO with Ann Leaf, who had several Wurlitzer selections be-
Civic Auditorium, Sunday, March 28. She played duetnum- fore going to the piano for the duet segment of the show

IWT.BAKER THEATRE WURLITZER SOUNDING f^OSEMARY BAI LEV'PLATTER CUT NOW
OFF FOR VARIETY OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Monday, March 29th, marked another first happening at the

Mt. Baker Theatre in Bellingham, Washington, The annual Miss
Whatcom County Scholarship Pagent was held under its new dir
ector Sue Bianchi and Gloria Vermeulen.
The event was such a success at the theatre that it has already

been booked for next year.
Nancy Rushin VanderGrieft was set design chairman and had

the stage and house lighting beautifully planned and executed.
All lights in the auditorium were illuminated in soft red and
blue which included coves and organ grilles. Karen Bragg, who
was Miss Whatcom County in 197S, was the talent director and
production number choreographer.

Professional Baritone Bob Thomas and Joyce Rosser, who has
sung with die Civic Symphony and die KFI Symphony, were
master and and mistress of ceremonies. Bob's wife, Claire, who
is a professional pianist and classical organist was at the piano
for the talen presentation numbers and worked very closely with
the twelve contestants for four months,

Jeffrey Fox was organist for the evening's performance playing
the theatre's Style 215 Wurlitzer pipe organ for the entire show.
He played from 7 to 8pm, also during all introductions of guests

Rosemary Bailey, one of the outstanding organists in the U. S.,
who created waves of praise when she recently was presented in
concert at San Gabriel Civic Auditorium by the Los Angeles
Theatre Organ Society, now has a recording available.

"Fascinatin' Organ, which was recorded last month on the Dr.
Alfred Ehrhardt 3/15 Wurlitzer, is a first both for the artist and
the instrument. It is the first theatre pipe organ album Rosemary
Bailey has produced—and it is the first time the Ehrhardt Wurlit
zer has been used for a record. The organ is one of the few instru
ments that is still all Wurlitzer, as Dr. Ehrhardt proclaims.
The recording is reported to be a true 'tour de force' represent

ing all styles of literature from classics to show tunes,to jazz and
to pops.
The album is available from Wallyn Enterprises, 2736 Hollyridge

Drive,Hollywood, Calif, 90068, Cost is $8. 98 postpaid in the U. S.
*Bailey To Play Orpheum*

Rosemary Bailey will be heard in concert at the Orpheum Thea
tre in downtown Los Angeles, Sunday morning, June 20th. The
program will be under sponsorship of the Los Angeles Theatre Or
gan Society.
LEW WILLIAMS, TY WOODWARD IN CHURCH CONCERT SERIES

Lew Williarcs and Ty Woodward, Phoenix and San Francisco
and during the evening gown and swim suit competitions, as well organists, are appearing in the Peninsula Covenant Church 1982
as the intermission. Conservatively, he was on the organ bench Organ Series. Both are classically .trained and both currently are
nearly four hours. on the staff of pizza parlor enterprises, Williams will play Satur-
The judges, all long-time professionals in this field, were most day, May 15th at 8pm, and Woodward's concert will be given

inspired, they indicated, by die fact that they were in a movie Sunday, June 27di at 6pm. The church is located at 3560 Farm.  TT ii j T^ . 1 ... .1 j\dvance tickets are $4, admis-inspired, tney inaicatea, oy cne race tnac tney were in a movie .lunaay, june at opm.
palace and that the organ was used throughout the evening. Hill Road, Redwood City,Calif.
TWO THEATRES CELEBRATE 56TH AND 55TH ANNIVERSARIES sion at the door will be $5.
On April 17th an organ concert will be held at the Lincoln ;

Theatre in Mt. Vemon, Washington—and on April 29th the Mt. ! il I t
Baker Theatre will observe its 55th birthday. ! A AjA^ iWju
A concert on the Lincoln Theatre Wurlitzer, which was restor- i ftVAWlArMrL

ed last year by a group of young organ buffs who had hoped it \
would be included in the ATOS National Convention plans, will
be presented in observance of the theatre's 56th anniversary. The Readers making contrib'
Wurlitzer "D" Special will be in use all afternoon. Elden and Ed information to this issue at'
Pollock,owners of the dieatre,hope to bring Mrs. Mildred Elf- Miles Rudisill, Richmond,
Strom to the event. She was the first staff organist there. wood, Calif; Robert E. Hi

Gunnar Anderson, Jeffrey Fox, Doris Miller and Mark Dusan are Lqs Angeles, Calif; Eugene
to be the featured artists during the afternoon. There will also Wilson, Auburn, Calif; John

Readers making contributions of photos, news items and other
information to this issue are: John Dugan, Kalamazoo, Michigan.,
Miles Rudisill, Richmond, Va., Ralph O. Baaudry,North Holly
wood,Calif; Robert E. Hill, Hollywood,CaliA Jack Reynolds,
Los Angeles, Calif; Eugene F, Davis, Canoga Park, Calif; RayE.
Wilson,Auburn,Calif; John Schellkopf, Los Angeles, Calif; Harold

be an open console sess-'on for visitors who wish to play the instru-j Peatrell, Reynoldsburg, Ohio; W. Senton Cranberry, Laurel, Miss;
nient. r.T-r»r>T-.r,- , .vTr.v^xT ,,rr,T .-rr- . ..7- r x rr-..vvT

REPORT JOHN LANDON WILL STAY IN LEXINGTONDoris Miller, who is the last active lady organist in the Van
couver, British Columbia area, will play an opening overture on
the Mt. Baker Wurlitzer April 29th to start the anniversary show.
She was a silent film organist.

Buster Keaton's "The General" will be screened with Gunnar
Anderson at the console. Jeffrey Fox will play for the intermis
sion period and show slides from the silent screen era.
The winner of the Whatcom County Scholarship show will be

mistress of ceremonies, and a reception in the mezzanine foyer
is scheduled to honor those who were at the theatre opening. The
reception follows the performance.

It is reported by Ian Dalgliesh, Console British Editor, that Dr.
John Landon, who had moved to Cincinatti, Ohio, to assume a new
position, has been unable to sell his Lexington, Ky., residence .
He has decided to sell the Cincinatti house and return to Lexington.
He was almost finished with the huge job of removing two pipe or
gans from the one residence to move them to Cincinatte. They
will be put back in playing condition.

TWO PIANISTS TO PLAY FOR SILENT SERIES
Ann Reiling and Dr.Douglas Moore will accompanya series of

silent films at the Danciger Auditorium, Kansas City,Mo,, that
The Mt. Baker Theatre is now believed to be the only operatingi has been running since Sept., '81. May 1, JuneS and June 19 the

filmotion picture house in the United States that has
the theatre pipe organ featured every evening before
the opening film and during intermissions. The once
nightly presentation of the Richmond Byrd Wurlitzer
was another brigbt spot in the nation, but it is under
stood the organ is now played only for week-end
show periods. JH?,,.,

ms will be: "The Great K &'A Train Robbery" "The
Thief of Bagdad" and "Flesh and the Devil'i General
admission is $2. 50; senlro citizens, students with ID
cards and patrons of the event, $2. The Auditorium
is located at 8201 Holmes Avenue in Kansas City.
Complete information is available by calling 361-
500, Ext. 69 and 66,
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THEA TRE HISTORICAL SOCIETY

CONCLAVE: June 29 ■ July 3, 1982
Cleveland, Ohio

Join us in touring some of the most exciting theatre restoration pro
jects In the country. We will be seeing theatres in Cleveland, Akron,
Canton, Youngstown, Erie, and Loraln. The four major theatre ar
chitects are represented in this tour: Lamb, Crane, Eberson, and Rapp
& Rapp plus others. You will also have the pleasure of hearing several
theatre pipe organs.

INCLUDED IN YOUR $75 REGISTRATION FEE:
• Air conditioned motor coaches throughout the conclave
• Two catered lunches

• Tours of approximately 14 theatres

The Conclave Headquarters:
Cleveland's Hollenden House convenient to all downtown tours.

Rates — $32 single $40 double

COMPLETE HOTEL INFORMATION WILL BE SENT UPON RECEIPT OF YOUR

CONVENTION REGISTRATION FEE. Hotel registration is up to you.
Rooms held until June 15th.

1982 Theatre Historical Society Conclave — REGISTRATION FORM
Name

Address
City State Zip
Home Phone Office Phone

How many at $75 registration fee (prior to May 20; $85 after May 20)

iiini

Please make checks payable to:

1982 Theatre Historical

Society Conclave

Mail to: 1982 THS Conclave
c/o Vernon Webster
1609 Lewis Dr.

Lakewood, OH 44107
(216) 226-3883
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John W, Dan', Jr.
4451 Pinyon Ti'ee Lane
Irvine, Calif. 92715

SECOND

CLASS

MAIL

PAID AT

Pasadena. Calif.

POSTOFFICE BOX 744-C

PASADENA. CA 91104
SECOND CLASS MAIL
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Views o£ the stage and auditorium of Maurice Baum's recently opened Cathaum Theatre, State College, Pa. The Cathaum seats 1,100. is of the stadium type witl
an unobstructed view of the screen and stage from every corner of the house. Packed houses have greeted Mr. Baum's latest theatrical venture

The above photos were taken froin an early 20s motion picture trade journal. It is not known if the theatre still exists today or
what make organ was installed. Perhaps some reader can furnish information about the house.

BOOK ON BABY SITTING,CARE AND FEEDING DON
OF THE ORGAN FAMI LY—WURLITZER,WICKS, to.
KIMBALL, MORTON, ETC.— BE ING AUTHORED ^urii

David L. Junchen and Vestal Press Owner Harvey N. Roehl Burnh
are teaming up to produce a new book on theatre pipe organs, it nratic
was announced late this month. Tentative title for the technical 1
volume is "The Care and Feeding of Theatre Pipe Organs',' which 5^^
despite it's somewhat flippant designation has been needed for a
long time.

In his preface Junchen notes the need for a technical "how" '
book about pipe organs and adds that dozens of books have been IAN 7
written about organs, containing excellent sources of information KEYB'
on the romance, history, operation and manufacture,but "many Ian
practical problems of a technical nature have not been adequate- Organ
ly addressed." It is to this end that this book will be dedicated. a con

The book will not make a talented voicer out of someone who theatr
barely-recognizes which end of a screwdriver is which. Pipe or- 1
gans are complex devices, and a good mechanical aptitude is es- World
sential for anyone who wants to work on them successfully. 1

In the initial outline for the book the foreword will be written 21
by an organist who is also one of the best technicians in the busi- very j
ness; a chapter on the Mighty Wurlitzer; other major theatre or-
gan builders; blowers, wind lines and reservoirs; tremulants;con- tinue
soles, relays, player mechanisms; chests, pericussions, swell shades; preser
pipework; listing of contemporary suppliers; and what a perfcrmei other
expects when he sits down to play a program on an organ. This
chapter, like the forewcid, will be written by a well-known con- "Dowi
temporary theatre organist. of the

*Want Suggestions and Ideas* AOAI
Junchen and Roehl both have requested that interested readers a

are invited to offer suggestions and ideas they would like to see Eishtl
incorporated in a book of this type. Anyone wishing to corres- 8 H«
pond with the author, David L. Junchen, may do so by writing Tt^r.riAihim^^direct: 280^East Del Mar Blvd. ,Paadena, Calif.

The book will be published and distributed by Vest- I^1 Pr^s, P.O. Box 97, 320 No, Jensen Road, Vestal,
At this printing, no date has been announced for the

publishing of the book,

DON THOMPSON RECORDING DETROIT FOX
Toronto Organist Don Thompson will record the Fox Theatre

Wurlitzer organ in Detroit on the weekend of March 19-21 for
an album. Recording engineer for the session will be Dave
Bumham, senior engineer for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp
oration radio network in Canada. "The album will be done in
DBX," Thompson said, "and will be digital dynamic range."

Selections to be included on the new disc will be appropri
ate to the period of the organ Sigmund Romberg, Jerome
Kern, etc. No date has been set for release of the album.

IAN "MCLEAN ADVISES THAT AUSTRALIAN ISSUE OF
KEYBOARD WORLD HAS CHANGED OWNERSHIP

Ian Mclean, who has been authoring stories for the Theatre
Organ Society of Australia divisional newsletters, is now starting
a complete monthly report in Keyboard World Australia on the
theatre organ scene in that country.

"1 have been writing record reviews and articles for Keyboard
World for some time now, but since the ownership changed hands
1 have been asked to do more especially in the theatre pipe or
gan area. I have great hopes for this magazine now and I doubt
very much whether it will go the same way as your U. S. edition,"
he noted. By this it is assumed the Australian edition will con
tinue to be published on monthly schedule rather than like the
present U. S. magazine tliat has been reduced to issuing every
other month.

Mclean did not give particulars concerning the sale of the
"Dowti Under" edition and it is not known who the new owners
of the magazine are.
AOAI WILL HOLD 8TH ANNUAL LAS VEGAS CONVENTION

Amateur Organists Association International will Resent its
Eighth Annual Convention in Las Vegas, Nevada, May 5-6-7 and
8. Headquarters for the event will be the Sahara Hotel. New
model organs will be on display, there will be concerts, dinners,

tours, cocktail party and workshops. Millie Alexander
will hold an "after clinic" May 9-10-11 as an optional

Complete information is available by writing AOAI,
Conventions, 7720 Morgan Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
55423. Hotel rates are $319, single and $236 double
for four niglit's lodging.


